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Abstract
To account for the present distribution of cave systems £n the Deep Creek-Eagles Nest area of the
Yarrangobilly Cave Area s(f51tzficant modification of drainage patterns must have ta~en place. T~e
size of drainage basins has changed significantly in the past 22 m.y. The drainage baszns now feedz~g
the North and East Deep Creek cave systems have decreased zn size, but the West Deep Creek drainage basin has greatly increased in size. Three upper level cave systems, janus, Restoration and East
Eagles Nest, are identified and are correlated with the One Tree Hill Erosion Level developed in the
Yarrangobilly River valley. Lower levels of North Deep Creek, East Deep Creek and Eagles Nest
Caves appear to be related to the present level of the Yarrangobilly River.
Introduction
The caves of the Eagles Nest-Deep Creek drainage basins form the largest integrated cave system in
the Yarrangobilly Karst Area. The system is composed of four inflow caves - Eagles Nest (Yl-2),
East Deep Creek (Y5), West Deep Creek (Y6), North Deep Creek (Y7); two dry high-level caves Restoration (Y50), Janus (Y58); and the common stream resurgence - Hollin Cave (Y 46). 'There
are additional caves in the area which may be related to the system bu t these have yet to be accur-ately mapped and plotted.
This paper attempts to examine the origin of these caves in terms of successive development of
cave levels and looks at stream piracy in the drainage basins to explain some of the observed variation in passage size and the size of the active cave streams. It must be noted that this is a preliminary study and that subsequent work, based on more data, may indicate that there are alternative
explanations as to the origin of some of the features that are here related to stream piracy.
Geomorphology
A summary of our present knowledge of the recent geomorphic history of the Yarrangobilly Karst
Area is presented in Table 1. The only fixed dates that have been obtained are for two basalt
samples. One was collected from the basalt outcrop along the Bullock Track near its junction with
the northern access road and gives an age of 21.9 + 0.5 m.y. The second sample was collected from
Gravel Hill near Yarrangobilly Village and gives a date of 22.4!" 0.5 m.y. The dates are in agreement
with dates, obtained by Wellman & McDougall (1974), for the Snowy Province which range from 22
to. 18 m.y.
These dates represent the age of the partial filling of a broad pro to-Yarrangobilly Valley, formed
in this area mostly on limestone, by basalt flows that probably oricinated on the surrounding highlands. As can be seen in the Bullock Track exposure, there was considerable relief on the limestone
and the thickness of the basalt is variable but is estimated to have been in excess of 10m in some
places.
Following the basalt flows in the early Miocene, the Snowy Mountains area was subjected to
slight uplift and a period of rapid downcutting took pbce that initiated the development of the
limestone gorge at Yarrangobilly. It should be noted that the present course of the river is strongly
controlled by structural lineations in the steeply dipping Silurian sedimen ts and is not a random
meander pattern developed from a meandering stream superimposed from a flat basalt plain. It is
possible that the basalt flows covered only part of the old valley floor.
The initial period of downcutting in the middle or late Miocene led to the development of cave
systems that are presently preserved at high level on the limestone plateau, including caves such as
Restoration, Janus and Jillabenan (Y22). These caves were graded to a river level that is thought to
have been at an elevation of about 990 m in the Deep Creek area. At that elevation a short halt in
the downcutting led to period of lateral erosion in the river valley. Only three or four remnants of
this period are still preserved as bedrock notches, as at Funnel Pot spur and at One Tree Hill, within
the entrenched Yarrangobilly Valley. This erosion level is here called the One Tree Hill erosion level.
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Fig. 1.
Drainage basins in the Eagles Nest-Deep Creek portion of the Yarrangobilly Karst Area, see Table 2 for identification
of sinks and areas. WC - Wombat Creek, TC - Traverse Creek, NDC - North Deep Creek, WDC - West Deep Creek,
EDC - East Deep Creek, ENC - Eagles Nest Creek, NS - Negative Series, MC - Mill Creek, YR - Yarrangobilly
River.
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Table 1.

Age

Summary of middle Tertiary to Recent erosion histOl-y
history of the
Yarrangobilly Region
Development

1
1.

,pre Miocene

downcutting and lateral enlargement of the Yarangobilly Valley,
pf plateau at elevation of 1130
30 - 1150 m.
development of

2.

Miocene

partial filling of the valley floor by basalt flow, dated at 22 million years.

3.
3

)Cene
?late Miocene

uplift and renewal of downcu%
downcutting, initial developmen
development of gorge and highlevel cave systems.

4.

period of lateral erosion, development of the One Tree Hill erosion level
at about 990 m.

5.

renewal of downcutting to present level.

Renewal of
o.f downcutting was accompanied by the abandonment of the high level cave passages
(mIddle) levels that are graded
to the prese~t
present river level with
for lower (middle)
grad~d t?
~th resurgences
r~su:gences such as Hollin
c:e2:rflIllatlOn of Ho::
dIVers indicates
mdicates that the stream
and Coppermine Caves. ReG
Recent examination
Hollin Cave by divers
passage is as much as 15 m below the lavel
level of the adjacent river only a few metn·"
metres from the entrance.
This, combmed
combined with the abandonment of middle level stream passages in caves such as Eagles Nest,
may mean that active development of phreatic cave passages at a low level is now in progress.
Cave Systems
The active cave streams in Eagles Nest, EDC, and NDC caves are considered by the au
author
thor to be
underfit cave streams when compared with the fossil segment of the cave system. An underfit cave
stream is one which is smaller than that judged to have been necessary to have formed the size of
the passage now present in active or abandoned levels.
There are three major reasons
for the real or apparent
hese are
ret
apparn: underfit streams in cave passages. These
::mistry or
changes in the size of drainage basins, changes in climate and local variability in the chemistry
b.tter explanation is not cOHsidered
physical character of the limestone. At Yarrangob
Yarrangobilly the latter
considered
because the caves generally developed across the strike·
strike of the bedding
lidding and the size variations do not
:dated to beddinr.
seem to be related
bedding.
Variation in
Vanation
m amount of rainfall
;~infall is also not regarded as an explanation for the observed sizes of
cave passages. There has been a progressive trend toward a more arid climate in Australia since the
early Miocene (E.M. Kemp pers comm). However, the present size of some of the drainage basins
is such that the variation in rainfall is thought not to have been enough to account for the observed
change in passage dimension.
It thus seems probable that there has been a series of modifications of the size of local drainage
basins, together with a general
keneral decrease in rainfall that must be examined in order to exp·::
explain the
relationship of
01 size of fossil
m:.il and active cave
C::flC· passages in
III the Eagles Nest-Deep Creek area.
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A number of drainage basins (Fig 1, Table 2) have been delineated for the Eagles Nest-Deep
Creek area at Yarrangobilly. These were generated using the preliminary edition of the Yarrangobilly 1:25 000 topographic map and the Tantangarra 1:50 000 topographic map. The size of the
individual basins was calculated with the assistance of A.P. Spate. Following this air-photo interpretation and surface traverses outlined a number of potential stream capture sites on the Eagles
Nest, North Deep Traverse and Bathhouse Creeks.
Table 2.
Drainage basin

Drainage basins of the Eagles Nest-Deep Creek area (see Fig. 1)
SubDivision

Area

Drainage point

Area drained

A

Bathhouse

Al
A2
A3

25.9 ha
10.3
39.8

SI-Bathhouse Cave

76.0 ha

B

Traverse Creek

B1
B2

9.7
88.5

S2-Traverse Creek
sink (variable)

88.5

C

North Deep Creek

S3-North Deep Creek Cave

31.6

0

West Deep Creek

D1
D2
03

10.6
57.3
237.4

S4-West Deep Creek Cave

305.3

E

East Deep Creek

E1
El
E2
E3

8.3
21.6
49.9

S5-East Deep Creek Cave

79.8

F

Eagles Nest

F1
F2

14.8
122.7

G

Negative Series

G1
G2

14.2
21.2

H

Plateau

HI
H2
H3
H4

33.8
101.4
95.2
27.6

I

upper MiIl
Mill Creek

S6-Eagles Nest Cave
S7-Negative Series Sink
infiltration

Mill Creek

137.5
35.4
258.0

395.0

Eagles Nest Caves

The sequence of drainage modification for the Eagles Nest-Deep Creek areas is outlined in Table 3.
As I have only a very limited knowledge of Eagles Nest Cave discussion of that cave is limited.
Pavey (1974) has commented in a general way on the geomorphology of the Eagles Nest System but
has not suggested a sequence of events relating to the development of the cave. He does, however,
note that the present stream is underfit compared with the passage size of the Eastern Eagles Nest
section. The Rims End-Golden Streamway passage levels seem to be at grade with the Hollin Cave
resurgence but these have now been abandoned in favour of a low level, probably phreatic, route
through the Deepest Dig. The Eyrie and Western Eagles Nest passages may represent a passage
graded to the One Tree Hill erosion level. The lower part of the Western Eagles Nest passage was
later modified to grade with the Hollin
HoIlin Cave resurgence.
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MODIFICATIONS
Table 3

Summary of drainage modification and cave development in the
Eagles Nest-Deep Creek area

Stage

Drainage

Cave Development

Area

lA
A

All flow to Yarrangobilly
nangobilly
River via Deep Creek dry
valley
valkn

initial development
h ",,' fIation Cave
Restoration

835 ha
(E,D3,F2,I+I
ff'
(E ,D3,F2 ,I+lower
parts of WDC)
WDe)

B
1B

captm by Restoration
capture
h, fit Jration Cave
of upper part of Deep CreekEagles Nest drainage

enlargement
enh'Xhcment of Restoration,
initial development of
Eagles Nest Cave

h"
EDC 834.9 ha
(E,D3,F2,I)

2

capture by Eagles Nest Cave
of all except El,
E1, E2
drainage
drainahe

Restoration Cave abandoned
Eagles Nest Cave develops,
initid development £:,
initial
East
Deep Creek Cave

EDC 29.9 (E1,E2)
EN 819.8 ha
(F ,E3,D3,I)

3

captu by East Deep Creek
capture
of £:!:
E3 and D3 flr,Unage,
drainage,
reduction of flow to Eagles
redw'
Nest Cave

East Deep
Jeep Cave develops,
Eagles Nest system
continues
mnes to expand

EDC 317.2 ha
(E,D3)
EN 532.5 ha
(F ,I)

4

capture by West Deep Creek
of D3 drainage, capture by
Mill Creek of I drainage

reduced developmen t of
Eagles Nest Cave, reduced
development of EDC Cave,
West Deep Creek Cave
develops.

EDC 79.8 ha (E)
EN 137.5 ha (F)
WDC
woe 305.3 ha (D)

East
Cast Deep Crerh
Creek - Restoration
Hustomtion Cave System
Warild (1975, 1976) has mapped EDC Cave and suggested a three stage sequence of development.
However, he has not taken into consideration the relationship of Restoration Cave to EDC Cave
which, because of their proximity, must be physically related to each other. By adding Restoration
to EDC the developmental stages presented by Warild must be modified to account for the higher
level passage.
In terms of cave development the sequence below is generalized, but takes into account the
y:m~sent state of knowledge. The initial development of EDC-Rest
.
'fcen in the small
sm,d high
pr~sent
EDC-Restoration
is seen
a1 the entrance level of approximately 1085 m. This is about 5-8 m below the tags of
level passage at
both
doth Restoratioo
Restoration (Y50) and the (Y4) entrance to EDC.
1·:DC. Both ent,
entrances are late
b te stage collapfil.
collapse feamres. The main high level passage - the lower level of Restoratioo
Restoration Cave and Shattered Passage of
tures.
EDC
I::DC - are at an elevation of about 1050
10 ff, m and are thought to be at grade mith
with the One Tree Hill
erosion level. Then
Nhen the sequence of stream piracy envisioned by Warilh
Warild (1976) may have taken place
with the stream in the lower levels at grade with the Hollin Cave resurgence.

West Deep Creek Cave
West Deep Creeh
Creek Cave is a relatively recent example of karst stream
stre,ffn piracy. Oeep
Deep Creek flowing in
the old dry valley, enters West Deep Crn,!:
Creek Cave along an old stnK
structural trend and drops rapidly to
a depth of 51 m (Pavey 1976).
strefim probably drops another 20 to 30 m and joins with either
76). The stream
(or both) the North or East Deep Creek cave streams.

North Deep Creek Cave
The North Deep Creek drainage basin (Table 4) is the smallest basin associated with an active cave
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stream in the Deep Creck-Eagle
Creek-Eagle Nest area. The cross-section of the active stream pas
passage
sase varies from
'
~anyon to a low roofed oval. This cross-section il
is much smaller than the collapse
domia narrow canson
nated
upper level of Janus Cave (Y58). This WOLf
would seem to indicate that
r:ated sectIOn of the abandoned UPhSZ'
stream SIze
size has decreaseh
decreased from the time Janus Cave was being developed to the present.
Two basins, B2 and A3, now draining to other sinks, are thought to have originally drained into
the NDC system. The stream in the A3 basin appears to be following the same structural trend as is
the main part of Trancv:::
Traverse Creek. The headward
hnadward working Bathhouse drainage
drainftfa faptured
captured the A33 draindrain
age. The B2 basin, which constitute the non-limestone part of Traverse Creek, is also thought to
i~~:'e ~~~inrd
t~r~~~~s: to(:rf'f'k,
;~
have
drained i::!n
into thf
the, NDC c~~St~;f\±'
system. InU:~i~~~~~~mtft~iv~~~!l
this case the diversion is thought
have bSe:Uf:}a~;~:}d~;
been caused by resistance in the volcanic rock and the diversion of the stream along a structural trend which now
defines its path.
Summary of drainage I%lfbdification
Summars
modification and cave
"~gave development in
In
the North Deep Creek
GH:4:S azea
area

'[able
Table 4

Drainage

Stage

Cave Development

Area

lA
A

all flow to Yarrangobilly
angobill J
River via North Deep Crrth
RIter
Creek
dry valley

initial development of
Janus Cave

159.9 ha +
C) +
(A3, B2,
BS "J
NDC dry valley

1B

capture by J anus Cave

expansion of J anus Cave

159.9 ha
(A3,m:
(A3,B2,C)

2

ccpture by Traverse CreeJ
capture
Creek
of headwaters

Janus Cave abanhoned,
abandoned,
initial development
North Deep Creek Cave

NDC 331.6 ha
l:a (C)
TC 128.3 ha
(B2,A3)

3

capture of A3 cframage
drainage by
Bathhouse Cave

continued developmen t
North Deep Creek Cave

NDC 331.6 ha (C)
TC 88,
88.5 ha (B2)

Negative Series
not appenr
appear to have been ever
large drainage basin. As a result
The Negative Series does ,n?t
tver related to a !argr
all cave deeRopmen,
development in this
dns area is probably
f,::ubably :h:rlendant
dependant on
0:: infiltration
:::fJftratIOn and thee size of caves in this
area would be expected to be small. An example is Hanging Spring - 1909 Cave that is a solution
tube up to 1 m wide and 3 m high. Abandoned higher levels of 1909 Cave have similar dimensions.
Interpretation
This study points up several interesting exploration possibilities in the Eagles Nest-Deep Creek area
at Yarrangobilly. First the high level cave systems of Restoration and Janus should be expected to
continue, roughly at the level of thu
the explored
uxplored caves, toward the gorge with (oit
exit elevation',
elevations of about
two-prong studd
study, one
1000 m. Thus a twopl:mg
fOrte of an
afl active examination for prospective entrances in the
gorge, and the second of an actiue
active re-examination for lead"
leads within
thin the caves, :,hould
should be :::fried
carried out.
OUL
The Eagles Nest system has not been adequately examined for the continuation of the high level
passages of either the Eyrie-West Eagles Nest or the upper canyon of East Eagles Nest. The high
level passage, if present, should lead to an exit at about 1000 m.
The mid-level
wHHevel passages in Eaglef;
Corth Decr>
Eagles Nest, East Deep Creek and North
Deep (:reek
Creek Caves should be at
ade with the
,Le pres"~
'''''er level.
leve: However, cave sediments
"dimen in the
fhe lower 'rwKhes
grade
present river
reaches of these caves mad
may
gr
effectiuRh
':L
wh::'n stream
cstveam gr:trliev;n
fficientln low so that the wash
Hash load
effectively I:J:I'ock
block all,:n,
all passages
when
gradient becomcs
becomes sufficiently
is deposited by the cave streams (Pavey 1974). This point also appears to have been reached at the
deepest part of EDC Cave. Digging efforts in these passages may not be a rewarding task.
thought to drop rapidly to verh
very low levels and new
The active streams in all caves in the area are thoudht
passage development may be n:2ifricted
restricted to the phreatir
phreatic zone.
if>ll also points up the need for a closer examinatlon
This interpreation
examination of the nature of all segments
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of the cave passage in regard to its origin at the time of exploration and mapping. In this regard
most of the existing cave maps of Yarrangobilly do not contain enough information. Areas of solution passage are not differentiated from passage formed mostly by collapse. In addition most cave
maps show only what is happening on the cave floor. Not enough cross-sections, long-sections and
projected profiles are produced on which serious geomorphic studies could be based.

Conclusion
This paper has called upon several acts of stream piracy to explain the size and distribution of cave
passages in the Eagles Nest-Deep Creek area. Stream piracy is not usually regarded as such a common occurrence and there may be other possible explanations of the features discussed above.
Additional data on all caves in the Deep Creek area is needed before more interpretative work can
be done.
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A TRIPLE DYE TRACING EXPERIMENT AT YARRANGOBILLY
A.P. SPATE 1 ,j.N.JENNINGS 2 , D. INGLE SMITH 3 andJULIAM.JAMES 4

Abstract
Rhodamine WT. leucophor HBS and fluorescein were inserted into Deep, Eagles Nest and Traverse
Creeks respectively, all sinkz"ng wholly or partly into the l£mestone at Yarrangobilly, as part of a
programme to determine the catchment area of Hollin Cave. Hollin Cave and three other major
springs, together with the Yarrangobilly River above, between and below these springs, were sampled for various periods manually or by machine. Heavy rains began a day after dye insertion. Van'ious lines of evidence and analysis, including the plotting of regression residuals between dIfferent
wavebands as time series, showed that the relevant fluorescent wavebands were affected by rises in
natural fluorescence in the runoff, probably of organic origin. Green was affected most, then blue,
and orange only slightly. It was possible to identify a dye pulse of rhodamine at Hollin Cave, most
probably representing all the dye put in. A leucophor dye pulse was also identIfiable here but a
load curve could not be constructed because of probably interference by changing natural fluorescence. Tracing by fluorescein became impossible. Interference between the three dyes was demonstrated. The impl£cations for future quant£titave tracing here are discussed.
(The full text of this paper is to be published in Helictite, 14 (2):27-48)
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THE COPPERMINE SYSTEM, YARRANGOBILL Y, NSW
ANDREW PAVEY* and ALAN WARILDt
University of New South Wales Speleological Society and Yarrangobilly Research Group

Abstract
The Coppermine drainage area is defined as the area contributing to the resurgence at Coppermine
Cave; the caves within this area are listed and briefly described. The history of cave exploration
is given followed by a brief description of the geology and hydrology of the area and a proposed
account of the sequence of cave development. Cave conservation ac#vities
actz"vities and future work are
briefly discussed.
Introduction
The Coppermine system is the most northerly of the distinct drainage basins at Yarrangobilly, in the
Snowy Mountains of southern New South Wales.
The caves are reported to have been discovered in the 1830's. By the 1890's, if not considerably
earlier, several caves in the Coppermine system had been entered. The Coppermine system comprises four major stream sinks and their imputed common resurgence at Coppermine Cave plus
other associated caves in the drainage basin. Coppermine Cave has been mentioned in the historical
literature and Bath House Cave (as a type example of a streamsink in a blind valley) in the academic
literature but the remainder of the caves are known only in the speleological literature.
This paper is an attempt to briefly summarise the known information on the Coppermine system
and attempts to define the problems yet to be resolved.

Watershed
We have defined the limits of the coppermine system in terms of its assumed watershed (Fig. 1).
The four Coppermine Creeks rise on the high ground of the Fiery Range to the east of the limestone
belt and all sink in the limestone within a short distance of the limestone/shale contact.
The southern boundary of the system is the ridge north of Traverse Creek. The closer the ridge
approaches the Yarrangobilly River to the west the less certain we can be about the position of the
watershed. For this paper we have assumed the watershed intersects the River south of the bluffs
around (YI3) Tricketts Cave, although it is unlikely that water falling in this area close to the River
actually resurges at (YI2) Coppermine Cave. Following the water tracing experiments of Jennings
and others of October 1976 (page
this volume) it is unlikely that Traverse Creek feeds Coppermine Cave while it is known that (Y8) Bath House Cave does feed Coppermine Cave Oennings and
Anderson 1966).
Drainage from the dry valley west of Bath House Cave could go to Coppermine Cave, directly to
the Yarrangobilly River or to Bubbling Spring.
The boundary of the Coppermine system then follows the eastern bank of the River north to
Coppermine Cave itself and follows the eastern bank of Wombat Creek to the vicinity of Y64. On
the grounds that Y64, 34, 36, and 37 may well be associated with the development of Coppermine
Cave we have taken the boundary north to the nearby hill, thence around the ill-defined "headwaters" of Wombat Creek and up the ridge north of Y45 to the high country again.
The Caves
At least 25 caves are located within the watershed of the Coppermine system. Of these, only (Y8)
Bath House Cave, (Y9) Innstable Cave, (YI0) Old Inn Cave and Y45 (which is a streamsink and not
* 45 Arcadia Road, Glebe, NSW 2037
t Bermagui Road, Cobargo, NSW 2547
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Fig. 1.

The Coppermine
Coppcrmine catchment; Yarrangobilly, NSW (Base map by YRG, 1976, contour
interval 10 m, 1 km grid).
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a cave) are considered to be important streamsinks. (Y17) Pitch Pot and (Y36) Upper Wombat
Creek Cave both lack permanent streams, however, they do show evidence of taking water in flood.
Copperminc Cave is the main resurgence and collects water from Y45 (Pavey 1975b), Bath
House Cave, and presumably from Innstable and Old Inn Caves as well. Y64 is a small intermittent
spring which probably represents only very localised groundwater flow.
(Y8) Bath House Cave
Length approx. 200 m, depth 53 m, first surveyed 1966, resurveyed 1976 by University of New
South Wales Speleological Society (UNSWSS), (Warild 1976b).
It is a steeply descending and quite sporting streamway with several waterfalls. There is one 5 m
pitch in a waterfall, or a dry bypass which has a 9 m pitch. The lower reaches contain brachiopod
fossils, and plenty of mud. This small, tight cave ends as a squeeze into a sump. There are about 70
m of passages above the present streamway.

(yg)
(Y9) Innstable Cave
Length 1005 m, depth 58 m, surveyed by UNSWSS 1976; published in Spar 62.
A fairly complex stream cave with a rockfall entrance. The active streamway is quite steep, and ends
in a sump after a complex route which includes a bypass, climbs, 7 m pitch and sporting wet squeezes.
Much of the length is gained by a long, straight, abandoned stream passage which eventually becomes tight at the cave's lowest point (some 6 m lower than the sump and a considerable distance
from it). There are practically no speleothems in the entire cave although a large "erratic" block of
old stalactite boss in the passage iust before Tea Junction seems to indicate that there was decoration, or still is - but nothing yet has been found).
(Y10) Old Inn Cave
Length 1017 m, depth 71 m (47 m from sink to sump). Recent survey by UNSWSS to be published
in Spar, earlier maps published in Spar 21 and 42.
Old Inn Cave is fairly complex. The stream sinks in an intermittent sump, after flowing for 80 m
through large boulders and a joint controlled rift. Much of the cave's length is gained in two upper
levels which are well endowed with speleothems. The highest level is a long abandoned high canyon
with two large chambers, which ends in a massive rockfall of what appears to be basalt boulders.
Slightly lower, the second upper level leads via a well decorated chamber (Strawhaven) back to the
present streamway. The connection is made via either a loose 18 m pitch or an exceptionally muddy
rift. The streamway then becomes very similar to those of Bath House and Innstable Caves until the
final sump is reached where the stream sinks into gravel. An overflow passage leads on through a
very muddy section and some squeezes to terminate in an almost impenetrable sandy floored squeeze
The extra 24 m of depth is gained from the higher Y187 and Y188 entrances to the cave.

(Y 12) Coppermine Cave
Length more than 450 m, surveyed 1974-76 by UNSWSS (to be published in Spar), best other maps;
Spar 21 and CA VCONACT Guidebook.
Coppermine Cave is a large walkthrough cave containing the resurging Coppermine Creek. Past the
sump where the waters resurge there is a well decorated upper level, with some vandalism, and a
tight squeeze (now gated) leading on to a rocky, muddy cavern and then to water again. A rift with
a howling draft beckons. Throughout its length the cave has a low gradient.
There are five other moderate sized caves in the Coppermine system.
(Y16) Helictite Hole
A 15 m tube leads to small rooms and some decoration. Map by Sydney Speleological Society (SSS)
(Wellings 1975)
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(YI7) Pitch Pot
Length 50 m, depth 28 m, map by SSS (Walker and Ellis 1976)
This cave takes a fair amount of water in flood. It starts as a dipping solution tube 16 m long and
then expands into a large rockpile cavern and lower down into a tall narrow, intermittent streamway which terminates in a gravel sump.
(Y33) Mooroolbark Cave
Length 130 m, depth 15 m, map by SSS (Wellings et al 1976)
A 9.5m pitch leads to a well decorated and very muddy horizontal passage.

(Y34)
Length approx. 200 m, depth more than 30 m, survey in progress UNSWSS
A 12 m pitch leads to muddy tunnels on two levels. The lowest part of the cave terminates in an
unusual 'sink hole' in flowstone. A second entrance has been reported.
(Y40)
Depth 78 m, map by UNSWSS and SSS.
A very steeply descending pothole north of Y10. It contains a number of climbs and pitches and is
rather tight and sporting. The cave ends in a gravel sump where some hopeful digging has been done
without much likelihood of success.
The remaining caves are very small.

(Y36) Upper Wombat Creek Cave
Length 35 m, depth 9 m, map by Canberra Speleological Society (CSS)
(CSS)
A large earth walled doline leads to a number of muddy chambers with little hope of extension.
(Y37)
An old swallet of Wombat Creek, short crawls leads to a mud blockage. (Rose 1964)
(Y38)
A shaft 12 m deep leading to a clay blockage (Rose 1964)
(Y39)
A 13 m deep clay filled shaft, blocked by formation (Rose 1964)
(Y41)
A small pit about 50 m above Coppermine Cave, very hard to find (Rose 1964)
(Y78)
A small mud floored chamber with a tight passage leading off (Brush 1973)
(Y79)
A 3 m drop leads to an elongated chamber with holes which lead to 6 m of lower passage (Brush
1973)
(Y82)
A small cave about 7 m long (Middleton
(Middle ton 1974)
(Y83)
A small cave about 15 m long (Middleton
(Middle ton 1974)
(Y84) Undernover Cave
A high arch entrance with a 3 m long upper level and a 30 m long lower level (Middleton
(Middle ton 1974)
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(YI07)
Cave about 10 m long. (Wellings et al 1976)
(YI09)
(Y109)
A 10 m deep dig near 108 (Wellings et al 1976)
History
Rose ((1964) suggests
1.5 that Coppermine Cave was known in the mid 1800's and visited frequently
by partirrt
parties from the show caves at the other end of the limestone belt. Certainly
:ertainly a number of caves
were discovered at the southern end of the limestone belt in the 1800's. Yarrangobilly Village was
well established by the turn of the century and the coach road from Tumut to Kiandra must have
been used well before this period giving access to the area around Coppermine generally.
Oliver Trickett (1898) reported extensive vandalism in the cave prior to 1897. Trickett says (in
part)
" ... Following the underground stream up from its exit for
fot 500 feet,
ket, wading through icg
icy cold
water on the way in places, and then rising about 30 feet, the remains
watet
renrains of what hhas been a magnificen
ttrrtamented cave is reached, about
ttyut 300 feet long as far as has been explored. Axes,
nificently ornamented
cartridges, have been used to demolish or remove
crowbars, chisels and cartridge",
we the beautiful formations
in this part of the cave."
Later Trickett (1917)
Latet
917) was able to report that due to tha
the difficulty of protecting the cave from
rom
mutilation, the attractive chambers had been closed with iron bars set in cement. Little of this
barrier remains today. In the area of the climb scattered pieces of rotten wood and iron bars are
occasionally encountered.
The inlet caves (Y8, 9, 10, 45) are located near the highway and not far from the location of the
former "Yarrangobilly Hotel" (Trickett 1897). Trickett reported
"The water descends
ends rapidly after passing though these openings by channels which may be
i)e
followed for some distance.
distance.""
trts signatures from 1891 in an extremite
Rose (1964) reports
extremity of Y1 0 but these have not
notbeen sighted
by the authors.
There is little available
ililililable historical record between
hetween Trickel1
Trickett's accounts and the first visits by members of the Sydney University SpeleolOgical
Speleological Society (SUSS) in
m the early 1950's. SUSS members
visited Coppermine Cave and descended Bath House Cave. The first recorded visit to Bath House
Cave (according to Rose 1964) was in 1956 although it may have been descended in 1950-5l.
Rose, Cherry, Ballard and Myers were active in the late 1950's to early 1960's and recorded some
of their trips in the 'Yarrangobilly Caves Speleological Investigation Log Book No.1'
No. l' (Currently
held at the Information Centre at Yarrangobilly). Rose started the cave numbering system at Yarrangobilly. The first entries in the Log are the discoveries of Y34 and 39 in November 1959.
rangobtll}
having only recently
Myers and Rose found
ound Y16 in 1958 and Y17
17 in January 1960; the entrance havinh
appeared
entran.cc was reported as having
havin}~ fallen in and
appearcfl in the side of a sink. At the same time Y8 entrance
almost buried the number.
In 1960
a party under
1
nnder R.A. Batchelor
B~d ~',Helc"tr explored
eXDlored Old Inn Cave to the Strawhaven area and reported the fissures beyond as not gomg
going and o(little
of little poten tial. An arrow marked 'ou t 1891'
1891 was found
nearby. According to this report Strawhaven had been first entered in 1957.
In 1962 D. Purchase lead a CSS party which broke through into the streamway again and followed it downstream for 50 feet stopping at a narrow crevice. In March 1962 a CSS party under
V. Pickering discovered the Lofty Chamber/Rims tone Cavern upper level. A later trip established a
connection from Strawhaven to the first sump and this has recently been refound by an UNSWSS
party.
On his departure from Yarranh
Yarrangobilly in 1963
h63 Paul Rose commented that the surbee
surface at Yarrangob illy hadn't yet been scratched and he was quite right. At that time the numberinb
numbering had reached
gobilly
slightly more than 40 caves, at the date of writing
vftiting this paper the number was over 190.
Y 40 was greatly extended
ex tended fronl
from the simple 12 m shaft known to Rose, to 78 m deep by an SSS
dig~in~ party (Smith 1968).
(Y9) Innstable Cave was for many years known as 'around 600 feet of loose rockfall
rock fall with a
stream f10wing through it'. Ballard, Cherry and Rose made a 100 foot extension to an area where
progress was regarded as sheer folly. We now think this was directly below Portable Chamber. Rose

digr~~1 )~~rt~~r~I Cav~9:~s·
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(1964) stated "All attempts to find a higher level bypass have so far failed but there is no conclusive evidence that one does not exist".
Matthew and Pavey (1974) from UNSWSS found a higher level abandoned stream canyon leading
up and on from Culvert Junction to Tea Junction, Hoover Passage, Portable Chamber and Pricker
Passage - an estimated length of 345 m of new passage. Further small extensions in this area followed (Pavey 1975) and then Warild et al. (Pavey 1976) discovered the Northernmost Passage
which provides a dry route virtually to Portable Chamber. These discoveries pushed the kno,"",TI
length of the cave to over 1 000 m of passage in the space of 18 months.
Bath House Cave, perhaps the most sporting of the three major inlets has the smallest amount of
passage, with only a short abandoned higher level discovered in 1976 (Warild 1976)*. There are
good chances of further discoveries.
Geology
The geological structure at Yarrangobilly has not been well studied and we present only a brief outline. The Silurian Yarrangobilly Caves Limestone strikes approximately north-sou th and dips to the
west. On the eastern margin there is a bed of shale separating the limestone from the underlying
Goobarragandra Volcanics (porphyries and others) which form the high ground of the Fiery Range
to the east. Above the limestone, outcropping on its western margin is another shale unit. The dip
in the limestone varies from 700W on the eastern margin to 30 0W on the western margin.
The limestone outcrop in the Coppermine drainage area varies from just over 1 km wide at the
northern boundary to 1.5 km in the central section (between Y8 and 12) and necks to approximately 0.5 km wide at Traverse Creek on the southern boundary.
The limestone is capped on Gravel Hill by some Tertiary gravels and by remnants of a Tertiary
basalt flow which originally filled the early Yarrangobilly River valley (Nicoll pers. comm.)
Hydrology
The general consensus is that the water which sinks in Y8, 9, 10 and 45 resurges in Y12. Trickett
(1897) and Rose (1964) have both recorded this opinion. However, no practical tests are reported
before 1966.
On the 15th May, 1966 a party from CSS placed approximately 2 kg of fluorescein in the stream
outside Bath House Cave which was flowing at about 0.1 cusec at that time. The colour was
observed to be still entering the cave at 4.15pm on the 19th May, while colour was first detected
emerging from Coppermine Cave at noon on 22nd May. This gives a time of somewhere between 4
days, 17 hours and 50 minutes and 6 days 18 hours for the underground flow between Y8 and Y12
Oennings and Anderson 1966).
Wellings (1972) describes placing a quantity of dye into Y45 and charcoal bags into Y12 and elsewhere in April 1971. The bags were collected two days later when there was no sign of colour in the
stream in Y12. Only a modest flow of water was entering Y45. There was no written report of the
success of this test but apparently it was successful (Wellings pers. comm.) in proving a connection
to Y12. In light of the questions raised about the efficiency of detecting fluorescein with silent
watchers at Yarrangobilly due to the high background fluorescence (Spate et al page 104 this
volume) this positive result must be considered to be in doubt. This argument does not hold for the
Y8 to YI2 test as the colour was positively identified.
Pavey and Shannon (1974) describe a 2 kg fluorescein \;Vater tracing test from Y 112 (Leak in the
Creek, 3 km along the strike to the north where the Yarrangobilly River crosses the limestone.)
which showed positive results at Y12 and also Bubbling Spring and Hollin Cave (Y46) (both to the
south of the Coppermine drainage area). The positive result in Y46 was recorded after 6 days and
that from Bubbling Spring after 30 days (Pavey 1975). This result is also in doubt due to the
method of detection.
The Y8 and Y 45 tests to Y 12 would indicate a simple dendritic system, confirming the generally
held view that the water which falls on what we have called the Coppermine drainage area drains
through to resurge in Coppermine Cave. Clearly more testing with unambiguous results is required
before we can positively assert that the water sinking in Y8, 9, 10 and 45 does resurge at Y12.
Just how many of the other caves in the Coppermine drainage actually feed water to Y12 rather
* During the preparation of this paper for publication we were told of a short 50 m upper level
discovered by members of UNSWSS at Easter 1977
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than to, say, Bubbling Spring will be difficult to establish. The majority take li ttle water, even in
flood whilst those that do take sufficient quantities of flood water may well be so choked with
~avel, debris and sand as to make dye or spore tracing unreliable.
The further possibility of water from Leak in the Creek flowing under the Coppermine drainage
net and resurging at Bubbling Spring clearly needs further investigation following the failure by
Jennings et al. to repeat the initial test of Pavey and Shannon (1974). Recent work of diverting
water into Leak in the Creek and digging nearby has produced flows of between 1 and 2 cusecs for
considerable periods. This water sinks in Y1l2 and we have no confirmation of where it resurges*.
Speleochronology
Little work has been done on speleochronology in the area and the following is mainly speculation.
The Yarrangobilly River is thought to have had a shallow valley when the Tertiary basalt flows
occurred. The basalt flow may well have sealed off the limestone sufficiently for a dendritic pattern
of drainage to become solidly established. This pattern remained for a considerable period after the
erosion level again reached the limestone. This resulted in the shallow broad valleys of the upper
section of Wombat Creek and the now dry valley between Y8 and 9 and the River.
Stream capture through the limestone occurred as the .River's base level reduced sufficiently for
the water to take the easier course underground. Stream capture forming caves Y8, 9, 10 and 45
may not have taken place sequentially as the current entrances are remarkably similar in altitude.
It could equally be argued that stream capture took place sequentially up the dry valley leaving
successive cave remnants some of which we now see as Y16, 38, 39, 107, 108 and 109. Certainly
the chain of dry channels and sinks to the west of Y8 would indicate some successive capture.
The caves themselves show evidence of successive internal stream captures; for example Rimstone
Cavern in YIO and Pricker Passage in Y9 have been abandoned in favour of the present streamways.
Y45 and YIO have larger dolines than Y8 and Y9 and perhaps they were captured earlier in the
sequence, being at that time slightly higher and due to the differential rate of erosion due to varying
stream flow they have lowered at much the same rate as Y8 and Y9. The streamsinks today are at
1050 ±5 m.
We have yet to enter cave in Y 45 and are probably only seeing part of Y8 at present. The older
passages in Y9 and YIO head more directly west towards the River and with a lot lower gradient
than the present streams which tend to the south-west around (but well under) Gravel Hill. No
obvious earlier resurgences for the higher level passages exist although Coppermine Cave does have
a well developed upper level approximately 5 m above the present stream level.
Y40 has the highest entrance in the area (1082 m) and is the deepest cave (78 m) presumably it
has been formed by the stream from the gully where it is located. It follows the strike to the south
towards YIO.
Y34 and Y33 probably represent an earlier level of cave which captured the headwaters of
Wombat Creek before the period of rapid downcutting commenced. Y36 and Y37 may well have
been prior sinks for Coppermine Number 4/Wombat Creek before the sink at Y45 developed.
Coppermine Cave's stream appears to emerge in the most part from the sump approximately
halfway into the cave. The pools beyond this point although not much different in level from the
flowing stream appear to be either a backwater or to be fed by much lower flow stream coming
from the Y34, Y36 area.
Structural Control
A notable feature of Y8, 9 and 10 is the jumbled pile of boulders (rockpile) near their entrances.
The size and frequency of these rockpiles is almost unique to Yarrangobilly on the Australian mainland at least. Rose (1964) suggests that these have been formed by the cave streams undermining
limestone cliffs and causing large blocks to break away on dip joints. Certainly in Y10 there are at
least six large chambers aligned north-south with dip slope roofs and rubble or soil floors, although
this feature is not present in Y8 and Y9. Once past the entrance in Y8 and Y9 the cave form is
basically stream way, with some minor collapse features present.
** Flow measurements made on a post conference field trip by Shannon (1977) seem to indicate
that the Leak in the Creek water is flowing past the Coppermine system and resurging further
downstream at Bubbling Spring.
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The current lowest section of streamway in Y10 is a jumble of mud coated boulders with little
evidence of suhstantial passage in bedrock. This in contradistinction to the abandoned upper levels
which have formed substantial canvons in bedrock.
Coppermine Cave shows distinctive alignment along the strike of the beds throughout its length.
Speleothems
In the main part there is very little speleothem development in the caves of the Coppermine drainage area. The notable exceptions are Y33 and the upper levels of Y1 0 and Y12. It may be these are
the two oldest caves and hence the best decorated but that does not explain the relative lack of
speleothems in Y8, 9 and 34 which by the above discussion are probably contemporaneous.
Conservation
"I have the honour to report on the mu tilation of the Copper Mine Cave, Yarrangobilly" (Trickett
1897) - so starts the first report of vandalism in the area and of the attempts to stop it. Not long
after this report a gate was placed on the entrance to the Coppermine Cave upper level. It was, however, easily bypassed and being made in part of wood, soon rotted away. Thus for many years the
upper levels of the cave were prey to wandering vandals. After some considerable pressuring from
Australian Speleological Federation (ASF) members over the preceeding 10 years a substantial gate
was finally placed on the upper level, but this time at the squeeze some two-thirds of the way along
the upper level. This site is much better as the squeeze was originally chipped out and is quite tight.
It quite effectively keeps out unwanted visitors but protects only a small proportion of the cave. No
other caves in the Coppermine area have been gated.
The passage beyond Lofty Chamber in Y10 is well decorated and delicate and could be easily
trampled out of existence. A gate would be out of the question in this section due to the tall narrow
passage shape, but by common agreement we are hoping to keep purely 'tourist' parties out of this
section. Some track marking and signs have been erected to this end.
The remainder of the caves and their passages do not need this sort of protection. For the most
part they could do with some keen explorers who might well find some decorated sections. The
only exception is Y33 which is well decorated and extremely muddy. Any party in here could do
extensive, albeit unwitting, damage. The cave has a measure of natural protection in that it has a
difificult-to-locate entrance, and is one of the few caves in the area which requires a ladderfor entry.
Conclusions
There is still a lot of cave to be found in the Coppermine drainage area. Considerably more exploration needs to be undertaken especially in Y8 and Y9. The hopes of finding a 'master' cave leading
from the inlets to Coppermine Cave should not be totally dismissed. There is still a good kilometre
of limestone between the known furthest reaches of Y8, 9 and 10 and Coppermine Cave.
Further work is required in geological mapping and water tracing to establish more precisely the
extent of the limestone and the area which feeds water to the resurgence in Coppermine Cave.
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KARST AT NEW GUINEA.
GlHr'HcA SNOWY
SAOWY RIVER, VICTORIA
R.K. FR."-NK* and A.G.
/\G. DAVEYt
Victorian Speleological Association
Associa tion

Abstract
One of the features of the Snowy River Gorge northeast of Buchan, Victoria, is a small but spectacular area of karst, at New Guinea. This is developed in an isolated occurrence of massive limestones
of the Early Devonian Buchan Group, downfaulted into the Lower Devonian Snowy River VolBu£han basin. The
The lz'mestone
.
omics;
occurs as a diss{,l
dissected
canics; and is one of several small outliers of the Buchan
lwnch
ilial cliffs, well developed dolines, and a numbench along the gorge and is characterised by substantial
interesting caves. Speleological
S;p eleo logical investigations at New Guinea in recent years
"£Irs indicate thlzt
that the
ber of interestiiid
lIeomorphology,
geomorphology, hydrology, cave biology, and surface vegetation of the area are of considerabl,'
considerable
interest.
exploration of the area and describes the main
iii terest. This paper summarises
U'I?!iarises the discovery
discovere and i'vploration
",aractenstzcs oJ the karst' and associated'
associated features. A number of is~ues in land use planning and
characteristics
management of an area such as this are dz:scussed.

Introduction
The name "Neo
"New Guinea" is applied to an area on the Snowy Riw
River just south of the Tulac
Tulachh Ard
;rtheast of Bu
I}. The area probably gets its name frma
Gorge and some 25 km northeast
Buchan (Fig. I).
from the
oi karst
relict ramtorest communities in the ~llies, and the mgged
rugged terram. It mc1udes a small area of
fi'nds from Bud","
which
discontinuous
tinuoui belt of limestone outcroP'!
outcr()ps which extends
Buchan to
ohich is part of a larger and discon
Jacksons
Crossing and New Guinea. This paper is concerned with the northern
fTn end of thi'f
this belt.
acksons Cross
Geology
The limestone at New Guinea is of Early Devonian age (VandenBerg 1976) and is dense, dark to
light bluish in colour, massive, well bedded, and often highly fossiliferous. It is one of several small
" I lies Limestone a'
"lih the Snowy
Pnowy River to the east of the Buchan Basin
.
illltliers of the Buchan Caves
along
outliers
{Aeichert
(Teichert and Ta
Talent 1958). In outcrop, it appears as a roughly rectangular block, some 1.5 km wide
and 6 km long, extending from
lorn New Guinea in the north, to Jacksons Crossing in the south.
During the latc
imd tilting domi'
late Devonian, the limestone was subjected to compk
complex faulting and
down into
the unconformabIs
unconformably underlying (Bradley 1969) Early Devonian Snowy River Volcanics (Howitt
1876;
VandenBerg 1976). The general structure is of a roughly north-south strike
76; VandenBerh
fftrike and a 10-30°
1
westerly dip. A number ot laults have been identified along its margin but, due to poor outcrop and
limestonefvolcanics boundary is rather obscure (Bradley
severe dissection, the exact nature of the limestone/volcanics
1969; VandenBerg pers comm).
Talent (1956) and Teichert and Talent (1958) correlate the limestone at Jacksons Crossing as
equivalent to the Buchan Caves Limestone of the Buchan Basin; it is similarly dolomitic at the base
fmd has a somewhat
somi
and
richer fauna. Talent describes a sequence of about 200 m of limestone'i
limestones and
dolomitic limestones, commencing with over 30 m of calcitic dolomi
dolomite and dolomite limestone, and
hassing
passing upward,;
upwards successively through pure limestones, muddy limestones, mudstone, and pure limestone. The uppal
upper portion of the Buchan Basin sequence
feftUCnce - the Taravale mudstones and Murrindal
limestones (Teich!
(Teichert and Talent
I'alent 1958) - is unrepresented in the arefL
area.
The uncterlyinh
bne IV, River
i\iver Volcamcs
Volcamc'f ;compnse
nliT
,Ii
underlying Snowy
a thIck and maSSi;
massive:: sequence of acid vol:
volcanics
including rhyodacites, rhyolites, andesites, tuffs, agglomerates and occasional sediments (Ringwood
1955; Bradley 1969). An interesting feature of the volcanics is an outcrop, ncar
near the base of the
limestone on the northern side of New Guinea spur, which shows strong columnar jointing (Ferguson 1899).
River gravels and cobbles occur in a number of scattered places, especially capping ridgetops
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Fig. 1.

Approximate extent of the limestone at New Guinea, showing the catchments which
drain across the outcrop to the Snowy River.
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along the gorge. These are most likely to be of Pleistocene age (VandenBerg pers. comm.) although
Ferguson (1899) regarded them as Pliocene. These sediments are indicative of a broad valley noor in
an earlier stage of downcutting the Snowy valley. One such deposit outcrops on top of the limestone on New Guinea spur.
Topography
The setting of the New Guinea area is of a probable Tertiary erosion surface uplifted in the Pliocene
or early Pleistocene and deeply dissected by the highly active Snowy River to form an impressive
tract of gorges, steep valleys, and rugged terrain. The general relief of the area is about 800 m, ranging from 80 m at the Snowy to 900 m elevation on plateau remnants to the west.
The limestone outcrops as a bench in the western side of the gorge. The Snowy initially nows
parallel and a little to the east of the outcrop, but then cuts a broad bend into it (at some high limestone cliffs) and swings east to flow round New Guinea spur before heading back west across the
limestone and then away to the south. It is interesting to note that the Snowy has incised this great
meander in volcanics, rather than cutting directly through the more readily eroded limestone of
New Guinea spur. The gravels on top of the spurs, and the broad former valley that their setting
implies, suggest that this meander is a superimposed drainage feature.
Three major spurs, New Guinea spur being the southernmost, descend steeply from the plateau"
plateau' to
the limestone. At the contact of the volcanics with the limestone, there is a marked break in slope,
characterised by a small saddle. The limestone on the spurs is fairly level and they then drop relatively steeply to the Snowy River.
Drainage
The northern section of the New Guinea limestone is dissected by three gullies. These are partially
filled with coarse gravels and have dry stream channels. The channels probably flow only after
exceptionally heavy rain, since the surface streams normally sink as they approach the limestone/
volcanics contact. In the case of the northernmost gully on the limestone, it is uncertain whether
the stream enters an underground karst drainage system, or merely seeps through the deep gravels in
the gully floor.
The next two gullies south apparently sink and enter the NG5-6 and NG2 systems respectively. It
would appear that these systems developed only after the gullies were cu t to their present level.
Downcutting of the gullies has kept pace with the downcutting of the Snowy River and there has
clearly been no underground capture until relatively recently. It would appear, especially from evidence in NG 1, that there may have been considerable phreatic preparation of the limestone prior to
downcu tting.
Climate in the area is temperate, with cool winters and hot summers. The rainfall varies considerably with topography. Stands of Mountain Ash (Eucalyptus regnans) occur at 700-900 m in the
he"ads of the main gullies, and these indicate an annual rainfall of about 1500 mm. However, the
he'ads
Snowy valley is considerably drier and the rainfall decreases rapidly down to river level (at 80 m).
The woodland and open forest on the limestones (from 80 m to 300 m) is indicative of annual rainfall of about 400 mm.
This rainfall pattern is significant, since it means that the runoff on the karst area itself is likely
to be considerably smaller in volume than the runoff flowing onto the limestones from the volcanics. Although summer flows may be as low as 0.1 Is-I,
Is- 1 , these streams from the volcanics are
virtually perennial, and would carry higher flows (typically in the 1-10 Is- 1 range) for most of the
year.
Caves and Karst Features
To date, three cave systems and one small spring have been found at New Guinea. The only other
obvious karst features are two substantial limestone cliffs, a number of dolines, and a few apparently minor caves.
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NG2 cave (un-named)
['his cave is
IS the
lhe Gutfl
iW of a relatively
tda: ;vely substantial (-5
S-11 ) permanent stream.
Lream. Its enitrance
ma
This
outflow
(1-5 15entrance is in
short section of low cliff about 100 m back from the Snowy Riva
River. Thz'
The c;,\'e
cave consists of a large
chamber with several entrances,
charnber
entrance~;, and
ani] a roomy
n;omy stream
strearn passage with several dry side passages; all jomtjointcontrolled
2), About
th; inner section can onl
reae hed
controlle.d (Fit.
(Fig. 2).
A~out midwav
midway, the stnam
stream ;Lumps
sumps off and the
only be reached
through It bpexL;vatwn
by excavatIOn {,f
of gravels and a very low ~ wet crawl. The termination of known cave is a
substantial rockfall; tntallength
50 m..
total length of the cave is aI/out
about 150
Near the entrance, the cave is partly developed along beddjng
bedding planes, with collapse creating a
Luga balconp
balcony loohinh
looking uU
out towards the river.
rive; This has a floor of large fallen blocks and eart
earth. From
large
evidence of shell, .bone
bone and stone /ra~ents,
fragments, it woul?
would appear
balcony and the large
the evidence
~ppear that
tha~ this balco~y.
ST
m the antrance
cP,arnR'ser,;ven;
ocvupierz at {LOmK:
tUlle bh
aborIgrnes.
bank abooe
above the stream
in
entrance chamber
were occupied
some time
by aborigines.
The source of the water flov\1ng from NG2 is not known. Its volume is too substantial for it to be
;;deTh
dLTived from
front a catchment
c;stchmellt on karst. It
It probably originates
L;:s from the surface
';urf;tce stream
strearn in the gully
solely derived
so ~~st~eam
upstream of
to the north, which has
h~s its headwaters to the west
w~st of the cave, and sinks just 50 m or s?
riTe ;;mi;;;:t
vr;th the limestone.
itme;;ronL Howeoer,
riitS l;;
sIHaller (at;;z
the
contact with
However, this
is a substantially smaller
(and lovier,
lower, ;mtl
and ;lncr)
drier) catchment than that feeding the NG5-6 system (which has a flow comparable to that of the NG2 ;;ystem)
system).
0
It seems likely tha
that NC2
NG2 depends on other,
as yet uTlhnown,
unknown, {urf;He
surface catchment areas as wel1.
well.

Nuigini Namba Faiv Cave (NG5), and NG6 (un-named)
NG5 and 6, together with an un-numbered resurgettce
resurgence, form an interesting
intt~;esfing underground
undergronnd drainage
;;ystam.Nuigini
'damha Faiv is an extensive (500 m) stream passage cave (Fig. 3) which is more or
system. Nuigini Namba
less parallel to, and only a few m;'tre';
metres below, the surface flood channel
channd in a gully which crosses the
limestone. The surface stream sinks into fractured volcanics some 50 m upstream of the contact
with the limcsto;yes
OT NG5). Between these
he:sr two pi'm1+;
ali: several
seLeral
limestones (about 500 m upc;tre,nn
upstream of
points there are
dolines quite close to the flood channel.
The cave
C:0ue has a tight
tigh rockfall en
;amc and the stream
s;;,:am passage is generally
hZ;Her;llly low ;md
rdher wet; it
i
entrance
and rather
meanders considerably, mainly controlled by jointing, and alternates from bedrock to frequent sectiom of rock
falL At the upstream ;'nd
hllge chamber (approxmlatdy
m long and
imd
tions
rockfall.
end of the cave is a large
(approximately 60 In
25 m wide) which extends at the far end to about 25 m above stream level. The stream is blocked
by a maSSIVe
massive rockfalL
rockfall.
At the downstream end of the cave, the stream likewise disappears in r;;;kfzJl.
alrnost ;erLinly
rockfall. It almost
certainly
in NG6, which consists
tight
reappears in.
mappears
c~mlsts of a large doline
dolh.ie with a~ stream flowing out a short section of tig?t
cave on one SIde
side of the dolme,
doline, and promptly d1saooeanng
disappearing into
£1tO rockfall on the
tt;u other. A substantial
s;,f;sLntlal
resurgence on tha
the surface flood channel some 100
00 m downstream is presumably that of the NG5-6
resuzgenc<;
system. Total underground COHrse
course of the stream would
wOidd be about 1.5
,5 km ("as
(";lS the crow flies").
nies

New Guinea
GUEnea Cave
dave (NG1)
New Guinea Cave
kaw has a surveyed length of 400 m, and is 70 m deep (Fig. 4). It appears to be essentiallh joint-ctmtr;;lled
joint-controlled in that the initial 250 m is north,south
north-south along
ahitig "trike
strike joints, and
iind tha
the last
letst 150
EO m
tially
is east-west down dip joints. Although the general trend in these two sections is straight, the cave is
ntht angles to
t;; the
occasionally offset,
t, or minor chattibezil
chambers developed, along joints more or less at right
trend of the main passage.
"
Generitlly
Generally the stream passape
passage is a high {up
(up to 20
:1,0 m), .narrovn,
,narrow, vadose
ulldoc;e C;/;;YOIl,
canyon, and has upper
upper
levels along most of it. These run parallel to and at times slightly offset from the main stream passage.
liage, The upDer
upper level passages
yiaSlillges de
are frequently
frequentlu modified bu
by rocPf,Pl
rockfall anh
and are
arc normally paniallu
partially infilled
with clayey 'gravels,
gravels, 'mud,
mud, and guc;mo.
guano. Higher
also shows
with
Hii?h~r level phreatic development ,also
sh?ws a marked
mark~d
norf%l-SOu th and east-west
east~reeST strlHtural
n ;:onslstR
!;locted by heavy
tleavy clay fIll.
north-south
structural control; it
consists of low passages, blocked
fill.
The cave stream is a small trickle between occasional pools, and
aiid presmnabld
presumably flovis
flows only after very
eery
heavy roms.
rains. The gr;'C(llh
gravelly stream bed
loed falls
ralls at a fttidy
fairly consistenl
consistent gradient, bounded by occasional
banks of cemented gravel and silt. In one section
section, along the (c;st-nest
east-west leg,
kig, the
he gradient
kradicn t steepens
tcepnns for
Lfor
25
2P m or so, where a narrow sinuous passage in
m bedrock has been sculptured into a series of short
falls and sdash
Gooh.
splash pools.
Che
The initial
ini"tial phreatic development of NG 1 probably took place when the Snowy River was at a
leud above
allOW; thr
downcUl ing proceeded,
level
the present spur ;md
and the gravels had not yel
yet b;;~n
been depollited,
deposited. As downcutting
the phreatic system would have progressively drained, allowing
allo"ving the presen t vadose stream system to
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FRANK AND DAVEY -- NEW GUINEA KARST
develop. The solution doline must also post-date: this downcutting. It is intrresling
interesllng to n~te that had
Iwen slightly~' narrowern;n~n
lOC] m or so-so it
;t is
j,y unlikely
unlikdy that any
a,l' ml,ie
tk,s, the ini
the spur been
evc~n by 100
more tban
initial
phreatic phase would have developed, since all drainage wcmld
w(mld have h;:en run directly ()ff one side of
the ;,;pur
spur or the othcr,
other, instead
ead of draining into
in
the
thy large
larg' entrance
entE:llce doline,
dolin,', A"
As it is
is, the
,he surface
face cat:l-,
catchment- to the dolinc
ment
doline is not only small, but is dIrectly
directly on top ot
of the spur. The old gravel beds, permitpermItting rapid
infiltration in an othenvi-se
otherwise small catchment, mav
may have been
factor
tinh
apid infiltrat:n:l
beell an important
'
betn:- in cave
devdopment.
development. ,_
The ultimate rising of the stream at NG 1I is unknown
unknown. Its sump is abou t 150 m above
dboec the level
kvel of
:f
the Snowy,, and
alld gullies with
lthiHlall
small streams
sue,l:ns ill
in them
hem ace:;
occur on both
hoth sides
des of
ill' the SpH
spur.. NelTher
Neither has
he,S any
obvious springs. '
Other Features

Guinea ,~ave
Cave doline, a small valley of deg'adcd
degraded doli
dolines
Just south of the New ,Guinea
H'S and small limestone
Ii nestell
outcrops heads south
s()Ulh III
in the sUreetzon
direction l,J
of the Snowy. One "f
of these
tlZ'se -:Jlllines
dolines cont:iins
contains a sm
small
III cave
of limestone.
formed in
i~, large corroded boulders ?f
limesto~;e.
svEh an estimated
estllnate;J average
<lveuge flow
!£(lw of about
ab;
O.n 1 S'
llse', on
-:n 12le
non l,
A smllLt
small spnng
spring with
0.2
S-1 rises
the mfdn
main cll
cliffss JU;,l
just nonh
of New Guinea spur, at about 150 m above the river. The stream from this spring has deposited a
lar;'n
large bank of tu
Lufa
fa at the
ths' base
has; of
;f the
tl-:-: cliff
cliffs.
The northernmost of the gullies crossmg
crossing the limestone has not yet been adequately investigated,
bUT
g-:T jl
h
but a prdiminz-:zy
preliminary reconnaissance over
just pan
part of the an;
area revt'aled
r.evealed several blilld
blind dlhne£-:,
~olines,. and a [all
fairly
sulzslanlial catchment without any surface stream flow. Like
substantial
LIke the streams associated
assoCiated with NG2 and
NG5-6 in the gullies to the south
south, the surface stream sinks into
intzz the gravels and/or fractured
frslctuled volz'dcanics at or just ups;treZ-:Hl
canllS
upstream of the (OntaL
contact with the
thfl limc£jtonl
limestone.. A major
'lajm tributary
tribu tary gully in limestone,
and a doline area identified from air photos, have yet to be investigated!
r

_ " ,

"

Vegetation

Vegetation commumties
commumtIes at New Guinea include tall open
olzen furest,
forest, opell
open fort'st,
forest, woodland,
vzsodbnd, and
nd remn
nasl of
0 -:loSt'd
suss-tropzcal f-:llllfolCllt
nants
closed sub-tropical
rainforest in the lm,yer
lower gullic;s.
gullies.
The
wet forest of
of M.ountain
Mountain Ash (Eucalyptus :egnans)
regnans). A.t
At slightl
slightly,lower
lower
Th~ gully heads contain tall
t~ll .wet
elevl~;tlOlls, and
amJ mOle
thl' vegetation
negnzztlon is
ss an open
Opl'Zl forest dlslllln:z
lcd hJ
SIIn;'KtO]J (E.
IE. sieelevations,
more expose;t
exposed SItes,
sites, the
dominated
by Silvertop
dbliqua). In drier sites still, the forest is more open and dominated by White
beri) and Messmate (E. obliqua).
Stringybark (E. globozdea)
Stsingyhl;:k
glubozduz) and assliatcd
associated sPdzces.
species.
On the limestone, and on other dry sites in the gorge, the vegetation varies from open forest to
woodland, and is domizuted
dominated by Red
ffed Box
BOd (E. po/yzm
polyanthemos).
t/z em 0" But But (E. !-:z-:dg;-:,wna
bridgesiana), and
andell-:-:-:-:
Yellow
Box (E. melliodora).
mellzodora). Other speCIes
species of interest include Kurrajong (Brachychiton populneum) and
Austral Grass Tree (Xanthorrhoea
(XanthoiThoea australis), both of which are locally
Iocal!h cLllactzTistic
characteristic of the limestom'S, and
stones,
zmd c,ccur
occur on the volcanic
volcanics'1 vely
very rare:y.
rarely. Groundcover
~roundcover on the lImestones
limestones is generally more
grassy than on the volcanics.
The
rainforest gullies an'
are dominated
unduLatum) and Li
Lilly
he relict Lzinforest
mated by pittosporum (Pittosporum undx-:lat;;)
Pilly (Eugenia smithii), and are characterised by a diverse assemblage of lianas,
lianas.
d'luch
th-: lilnestoI1J
ck;:-:ed (zzt
die ;lYltul
p) and then
thell abanab;mMuch (sf
of the
limestone W,lS
was Ollye
once partially cleared
(at the tunl
turn of the
century)
doned. All but a few areas have now regenerated, though not necessarily to their original condition.
Cave Fauna
New Guinea Cave and NG2 both freq_uently
freq,uently contain larger number of the Bent Winged Bat (Miniop(Miniol;Knhl), In both
bZHh {,s;,es,
cases, the bats
bds tend
elld to congrega
congregate in relatively large
h:ge chambers
hamb'IS well
wdl
schreibersii Kuhl).
inside the caves, near the terminal sump. These bats are almost certainly part of the population
based at
a1' Nowa Nn-:,.na,
10 the southwest
southwlllst (Ihmil
;)fl-I,ulith 1965).
96h N-:;-:,-:r
:ave'is regarrenJ.£"Nowa, 20 km to
(Hamilton-Smith
New Guinea Cave
ded by Hamilton-Smith (pers. camm.)
-::led
comm.) as one of a few caves in the Buchan area used by pregn~nt
pregnant
fl_'mal;s,
th ",eason,
females, prior to the bi
birth
season, for ;-:cclimatis:?tiolL
acclimatisation.
Tht
The guano piles in both of these caves support a characteristIcally
characteristically rich invertebrate fauna, including guano mites, beetles, and spiders_
wet,,;; are
spiders. Elsewhere in the c;ves,
caves, ,;nvenl
several spi,ln
spider species and wetas
Lllrly common.
u-:mIIlon.
fairly
Invertebrate species of interest which have been recorded from New Guinea Cave include the
thy
troglophiles NOioSpl'copho!2uS
Notospheophonus castaneus
;:-:1sta ;sus consobrinus
consld,rinh" Moore,
NIo-:-:re, and
nd an as yet undesnribed
undescribed species
~,pCCl-::~ of
01
tenz"l
terus
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Triaenonychid harvestman, which are both endemic to the Buchan area; and (1]1 interesting mollusc,
Elsothera funerea Cox, which is only recorded from caves in two other localities - East Buchan,
and Bungonia, N.S.W. (Hamilton-Smith pers. comm.).
History
recognition of the limestones of the Buchan area appears on a geological map producwd
produced by
The first recogm
tdllished the age of the
Ulrich (1867) and McCoy ((1867) established
Taylor in 1866. Soon after, Selwyn and U
limestones; but it was not until the work of Howitt (1876)
876) that the geology of the Buchan dilll
district,
lng the Snowy River, was first
including
limestone and some of
along
EKst described. Later,
lmluding the lil(;11s1Some
o~ the outliers
.
Howitt (1878) described some
<.:.fme detaIled
detailed stratigraphic
s:
sections
2lections for the limestones;, Whitelaw ((1899)
also provides a description of the Buchan limestone.
First specific description of the limestone in the New Guinea area was in 1899, following a survey
of the Snowy River gorge by Ferguson. An unpublished Geological Survey of Victoria map, which
includes the New Guinea area in some detail, resulted from this survey.
Initial selection of land at New Guinea took place around the tum
turn of the century. Three allota11otments,
lnents, totalling 270 ha, were surveyed between 1897 and 1902. These
TIH1S(· covered approximately
approximatel~ one
third
ird of the total
t01 limestone outcrop area.
area, and little other country. Commenting on the scopz·
scope for
further settlcmeil
settlement, a Lands Department surveyor reported in 1901 that " ... the
he Crown landll
lands adJllining
rock slopes .llmost
joining are rocky
almost precipitl
precipitous, impossible to fence, and absolutely useless Lto any
dlazier"
grazier" (Department
(DepartlIH
of Crown Lands and Survey 1901). As it turned out, the only other settlellll·nt in the area was to be that
hat further south,
SOll
lldl.·lons Crossing and on the Rodger
,dger River.
ment
at Jacksons
Freehold title was never granted for the leases at New Guinea, mainly, it seems, because of objection from the Mines Department on grounds of potential for mining (Department of Mines 1911).
It seems that, apart from periodic leasing of the area for forest grazing, the area has steadily regenerated since being abandoned ten or fifteen years after selection. Several old fences in the area presumably date from this later grazing.
The early su
.
exten of the limestone,
imestone, and of the
surveyors and lessees were certainly
aware of the extent
existence of the big cliffs, but there seems to be no early reference
enistence
referellp· to the large
Llrge doline at New
Guinea Cave, or
Ol the major spring at NG2. However, New Guinea Cave at least
kist must have been
known from about
abl!H the time of first selection, as there
hlTe are dates in the cave from
hom 1906 to 1920.
Interestingly, nl
none of the names in this early graffiti are
aKe those of the surveyors or lessees.

Speleological Investigation
Caving trips to the area commenced in the early 1960's with visits to New Guinea Cave and some
surface exploration. The mid sixties saw several bat-banding trips to New Guinea Cave, but little
other exploration until 1967, when much of the central area was investigated. The section of NG2
upstream of its sump was first entered at this time. More recent investigations, particularly betefeen
ween New Guinea
Guinel.l Cave and NG2, confirmed that there was not likeln
likely to be any connection bet
between
the two, and faileh
failed to locate a resurgence for the New Guinea cave drainage.
In 1974, the northern part of the limestone was euplored
explored for th(·
the first time, and Nuigini N
Namba
Cltd
Faiv
I·Hiv and NG6 discovered, together
Ll,gether with the resmgencll
resurgence of that system:
system, and several dolines upstream.
extension of Nuigmi
Nuigini Namba Faiv Cave, downstream of the sump, was first entered 1I1
in 1976.
A major extenSIOn
Considerable further investigation is warranted; for example, a survey party in New Guinea Cave
late in 1976 discovered new upper levels which extended the known cave by 50 per cent or so! As
mentioned above, the northern section of the limestone awaits systematic exploration.
Land
Planning and M;ll£;lgement
Management
.lllld Use Plannint
Guinelt area is currently
nently unreserved
unresen
.and administered
administz
The New Guinea
Crown Land
by the Forests Commission
l??l'sts Act 195t)
.Jm canoemg
1958). Apart from
canoeing and bushwalking along the river,
as "protected forest" (Forests
infrequent recreational
recreatilllllll use or
of the tracks by tour-wheel-drives or
caving on the limestone, and some infrequenT
trail brikes, the only active land use is (or
logging.
( has been) loggmg.
The Mountain Ash forests and the taller of the "mixed species" forests above an altitude of about
500 m are the only timber resources here of interest for commercial sawlog production. Most of the
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commercial timber within the catchments of the New Guinea karst has been cut during the last five
or so years. Some limited production could continue for another few years.
The logging has not been a serious conservation probl~m, apart from the usual landscape effects.
Perhaps the main cause for concern is that regeneration of the mixed sp~cies forests under a iowintensity cutting regime is not easy to contrive. There is no evidence that the caves have been affected by siltation.
As a land use issue, however, it was unfortunate that logging ever took place here. The scenic and
wilderness qualities of the area are such that there is good reason to suggest that the timber should
never have been cut. The timber resource within the main valley of the Snowy is both small in
volume and scattered in nature, so it must have been far from the most valuable of the various resources available to the timber industry in the region.
As long ago as 1899 it was proposed that New Guinea and the rest of the Snowy Gorge should be
a National Park:
"The scenery is wild and rough and grand in the extreme. In no place else in Victoria are there
such dizzy precipices, such sheer bluffs, or gorges with such vertical sides ... The gorge between
the Broadbent River and Campbells Knob is perhaps the finest in Australia ... For miles along the
Snowy River the land is not likely to be in request for settlement purposes, and it would make a
splendid National Park. If the place were made accessible by a track along the river, and the
native animals and plants protected the year round,- it would be an ideal recreation reserve for
generations of Australians as yet unborn." (Ferguson, 1899).
Ferguson's sentiments have been echoed many times over the intervening years, but the gorge and
associated wild lands have still not been reserved.
There are now indications that this situation might change. An agency of the State government,
the Land Conservation Council, recently released new regional land use proposals for public land in
East Gippsland, including the eastern side of the Snowy valley (Land Conservation Council 1976).
The Council makes recommendations to the government after a process of investigation which successively involves publication of a descriptive report, receipt of submissions from the public, publication of proposed recommendations, and receipt of additional submissions from the public. Only
then are the final recommendations published and submitted to the government. It is a system
which has gained a substantial degree of political acceptance, and, elsewhere in the state, has already
resulted in a considerable increase in the number and extent of National Parks, Wildlife Reserves,
and so on.
For the Snowy Gorge, the Council's proposals involves a new land use concept - that of Wilderness Area, to be reserved in its own right. This concept is similar to that of National Parks, but more
specialised. Use of such an area would be by walking and canoe only. It is not known whether the
final recommendations will be the same as the proposed - there may yet be adjustments to the
policy or boundaries. Although New Guinea itself is not actually within the area of the recommen:
dations - the boundary was down the Snowy - the outcome of the East Gippsland study area will
almost certainly influence the outcome for the western side of the gorge, when it is reviewed in a
year or two.
- So, 75 years or more after the first description of the gorge, it is still not reserved and still gets no
deliberative management. When (if?) its significance is finally recognised by reservation, the New
Guinea karst will be a valuable and interesting component of this larger national asset.
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Note added in press:

A preliminary reconnaissance by the Victorian Archaeological Survey has now confirmed that NG2 is an important
aboriginal site. There are several areas on the walls and roof with linear markings similar to those of Koonalda Cave
on the Nullarbor; this is the first such occurrence recorded in Victoria.

Plate 7. Main stream passage in NG2 cave.
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cave .
Plate 8. Spider (unidentified) near stream in Nuigini Namba Faiv cave.
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Plate 9. Cave pearls, Nuigini Namba Faiv cave.
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Plate. 10. Bent-winged bats (Miniopterus schreibersii)
in NG2 cave.

Plate 11. Vadose canyon in the east-west
section, New Guinea cave.
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QUATERNARY KARST AT BAT RIDGES, VICTORIA
MILES PIERCE* AND SUE WHITE**
Victorian Speleological Association

Abstract
Bat Ridges is an area of Quaternary calcareous dunes near Portland, Victoria. The dunes have karst
development which appears to be syngenetic, as the karst processes have occurred concurrently with
the consolidation of calcareous sand into aeolian calcarenite. Features related to syngenetic karst
development such as solution pipes, cap rock, horizontal development, low solutional ceilings, roof
collapses and secondary features are described. The Victorian Speleological Association is currently
engaged in detailed exploration ana documentation of the area.
Introduction
Bat Ridges is an area of calcareous dune ridges approximately 10 km N.E. of Cape Bridgewater near
Portland. About 300 ha (800 acres) of this is a Fisheries and Wildlife Division Reserve surrounded
by Crown land and private property. There are about 40 caves known, many of which occur in a
fairly small area and are probably interrelated.
The land use of the area is primarily a wildlife reserve and the Land Conservation Council in its
Final Recommendations for the South West Study Area District 1 (April 1973) recommended that
the reserve be extended to include all the adjacent Crown Land. Surrounding the reserve is cleared
farmland used mainly for cattle raising. Although this is similar geologically to the area on the reserve, not many caves have been found except in the uncleared area (Mr Davies' property).
These limestone dunes support a complex mosaic of coastal heathland communities as well as
Brown stringybark (Eucalyptus baxterii) and Manna gum (E. vim in alis) , open woodland and acacia
scrub. The heathland communities are dominated by epacrids such as Astroloma sp, Xanthorrhoea
and Banksia. Acacias, Leucopogon and Leptospermum form the majority of understorey vegetation
in the open woodland. Evidence of burning can be seen e.g. Xanthorrhoea and Banksia.
The Reserve has been subjected to grazing - evidence can be seen in the vegetation - and the
presence of the old lime kiln indicates the limestone has been quarried for lime, probably only for
local use.
The existence of the caves in the dune ridges has been known to the locals for many years. Coulson( 1940) reports visiting a number of caves and makes reference to their particular character.
Whilst the area has occasionally been visited by cavers, systematic exploration and documentation
by the Victorian Speleological Association (VSA) was not commenced until late 1973.
Geology
The entire area lies in the Otway Basin, a trough filled with a maximum of 7,500 m of Mesozic and
Tertiary sediments extending across the southern portion of southeast South Australia and western
Victoria, and separated from the similar Murray Basin to the north by the Dundas High of Palaeozoic rocks. The oldest sediments of the Otway Basin overlie the eroded surface of folded Palaeozoic strata of the Tasman Geosyncline. The Tertiary stratigraphy starts with Cretaceous non-marine
sediments which are overlaid by series of marine sediments. At the end of the Miocene the sea
receded in stages due to the upwarping of the continent, and at the end of the Pilocene renewed activity along the Kanawinka Fault to the northwest resulted in further marine recession. Over these
predominantly marine Tertiary sediments the Pleistocene series of calcareous dunes were deposited.
The Pleistocene sea level adjustments related to the formation and melting of large ice caps which
meant that shelly Tertiary beds were exposed to vigorous wave action, breaking them down into
bioclastic sand similar to that on the present coast. As the coastline receded, dunes of calcareous
sand up
- r to 30 m high marked the positron of further strand lines. These dunes were then subjected
to terrestial weathering conditions which, in the case of Bat Ri~ges, has meant the calcareous

* 1 Grange Street, Mont Albert, Vic. 3127
**
** 123 Manningham Street, Parkville, Vic. 3052
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material was dissolved, seeped downwards and redeposited as a secondary limestone layer, leaving a
residual surface layer of unconsolidated silica sand. This has, during arid periods, been transported
by prevailing winds to the lee of the dunes. The limestone dunes are called the Bridgewater Formation, of which the Bat Ridges dunes are an example, and the unconsolidated sands are the Malanganee Sands.
Syngenetic Karst
SSngenetic
Karst
ilS one which is
i" underlain by a dominantly calcareous rock to the virtual
st terrain can be defined as
surface and subsurface features
exclusion of other
fzildusion
oth,,! kinds, and whose surfaz!'
feature" are determined by the characfzZ"Osion. These features include caves as well as
teristic responses
responsezz of soluble rocks to weathering and erosion.
surface features.
Cave genesis, that is the development of caves, is the subject of many papers and research. We do
not propose to discuss it here except by defining the concept of syngenetic karst.
Syngenetic karst was defined by Jennings (1968a) as karst landforms which are developed concurrently with the consolidation and compaction of limestone itself. The phenomenon occurs in calcareous dunes which lithify to aeolian calcarenite.
The calcarenite is cemented by the formation of a sap
cap rock in dunes
dzwzzzz which have been fixed by
vegetation.
mbsequent redeposition lower in the profile,
uesetation. The caprock forms by the solution and subsequent
cementing
zzznenting the loose bioclastic sand grains in a calcite ma
matrix.
trix. This hardened layer forms the nezx'z
neceshmz:stone and the formsary structural conditions for the removal by water of she
the underlying softer limestone
ation
ion of shallow linear caves.
Characteristics of Bat Ridges Caves
At Bat Ridges the caves are characteristically shallow and linear (Bastion 1964), often with extensive areas of low unsupported solutional ceilings. These ceilings are an expression of the hardened
caprock which provides sufficient structural strength to permit the removal by water of the softer
material
mzzterial undernezzRh
underneath. The floors beneath these areas sue
are typically covered
coezzefl with iusoluble
insoluble residues of
the solution process together with sediments probably carried in from
frorrz outside.
Collapse breakdown has been a significant part of the development of most c;zves.
caves. A majorit
majority of
Lyomed roof struftU
the caves have collapse type entrances downslope from the crest of the dune. Domed
structure
Z)68a) is in evidence to varying
r;±tying degrees, however, in some places crossdue to collapse (Jennings 1968a)
bedding of the limestone s±ppears
appears to have influenced an inclined ceiling structure.
Another common feature of syngenetic karst is the development of solution pipes. A number of
theories have been advanced for their formation (Blackburn and others 1965;Jennings 1968a & b)
of which the case hardening of caprock material around tree roots appears to be favoured. A well
formed example gives rise to the local name of Chimney Cave for BRI.
BRl. It is one metre in diameter
and drops some 7 metres into the cave below (see Fig). A number of other caves in the region have
.
features including
.
smd
and interesting·
interesting 'window' into cave BR8 due to collapse between two
similar
cdiacent solution pipes.
adjacent
shafts or foibes similar in appeur;H1Ce
appearance to the solution pipe;±
pipes but
Also of note are a number of blind shaft"
not opening
(BR6) has such a feature with a diameter of about one metre
op~ning to the surface. Big Cave (BR(i
and rIsmg
rising up several
seUfT if metres from the passage ceiling to a hemisphe;ic,d
hemispherical du±±ure.
closure. (Lowry 1967;
szmings 1968b).
19 68b )
Jennings
Although Speleothems are not the most prominent feature of the caves, they do commonly occur.
These fall into two major groups which imply two periods of active calcite redeposition in the caves.
The older more massive form is in general no longer active but the younger still active series of helictites, straws and rimstone pools are maintained by minor surface water. Chimney Cave (BR1) has an
attractive example of the latter where a small surface soak above appears to maintain its activity.
Other secondary calcite features include large areas of moonmilk
oonmilk and cave coral..
hurface Features;
Surface
Features
A notable feature of the surface karst in the exposure of the large ;;reas
areas of caprocb
caprock near the 1Cest
crest of
the dunes. This exposure related to the removal of the Malanganee Sands after formation of the caprock with redeposition in the lee of the dunes.
Other clear surface exposures of the caprock appear at most of the collapse entrances to the caves
as mentioned previously.
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The exposed caprock exhibits varying degrees of secondary surface solutional features such as
rillenkarren and mottling. These are not in evidence on the more unconsolidated limestone elseriIlenkarren
where.
Drainage
The area to the north is low lying, and in places swampy, draining seawards via the dunes. This
water has undoubtably been important in the hydrology of the caves. However, in recent years the
artificial Bat Ridges drain on the northern boundary of the reserve has significantly altered the
natural drainage pattern making it difficult to assess the details of the past hydrology.
Some water now enters the north of the reserve from the drain during winter and fills the shallow
impounded lake area. At this time River Cave (BR4) becomes an active inflow cave and its waters
ultimately appear to resurge into the southern reaches of the lake. Other nearby caves, particularly
BR5 also become inundated when the lake level is high. Southward drainage of water from the lake
itself appears to take place very slowly. Existing caves to the south of the lake are shallow and no
recent times.
evidence of flow through them has been observed in recent

Conclusion
Further mapping and detailed documentation which the VSA is undertaking as a continuing program should permit a more comprehensive understanding of the karst processes of the area. Many
of the cave,s are interconnected, for example River Cave (BR4) has a current surveyed length of
about 1.4
lA km and five entrances. With further exploration this cave will probably be linked to other
nearby caves in the same dune ridge.
The whole area illustrates the ability of calcareous dunes under suitable conditions to develop
caves during lithification by syngenetic karst processes. Whilst cave formation has been extensive
the dunes are far from completely and/or uniformly lithified.
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THE BORDER RIVERS KARST REGION, QLD & NSW
K.G. GRIMES*

Abstract
The Border Rivers Karst Region includes three known cave areas: the Texas, Riverton and Ashford
Caves. Development of the Texas Caves involved several epiphreatic (nothephreatic) solutionallevels
related to the development of Pike Creek. The Glenlyon System is a subterranean cut-off of a
meander spur; there stream passage development and collapse of large areas has modzfied an original
phreatzc system. On Viator
Via tor Hill there is no definite evidence of a throughflowing stream system and
the caves are mainly shallow phreatic at several levels. Here there are two major phases of deposition
of speleothems and soil derived sediments. Erosion and deposition within the caves is thought to be
related to similar phases in the evolution of Pike Creek and to climatic fluctuations. The main
Ashford Cave is dominantly phreatic but may have been a stream cut-off of a meander spur at one
stage in its development. It now contains soil derived sediments. Riverton Cave is high on a spur and
may be older than the other cave areas.
Introduction
The Border Rivers Karst Region lies astride the Queensland - New South Wales border on the western slopes of the divide. It consists of a series of small limestone lenses within the Upper Devonian
to Permian Texas Beds, a part of the New England Fold Belt (Olgers and others 1974). The limestones contain early Carboniferous (Visean) corals. Most of the limestone lenses are small (Seimon
1973) and are non-cavernous, though well developed karren fields can be seen on most outcrops.
Only three of the larger lenses contain caves. These are the Texas, Riverton and Ashford Cave areas.
The Texas Caves have recently been flooded by the Glenlyon (Pike Creek) Dam. This paper summarises some results of a survey made for the Geological Survey of Queensland (Grimes in prep ).
The Texas Caves, Qld.

(1) Development of the Via
Viator
tor Hill Caves
On Viator Hill there are two large caves (Russenden and Main Viator - see Fig. 1) and a number of
smaller 'potholes'. The latter are basically vertical shafts and fissures formed by rainwater infiltration, though some have horizontal epiphreatic development in their lower parts. The two large caves
are basically horizontal systems, Russenden has two levels of development, Main Viator has only
one. This horizontal development together with the presence of flat roofs and horizontal wall undercuts suggests that the main development of the caves was by epiphreatic solution at and immediately below a water table which subsided in a series of stages. The hill is in a vertical lens oflimestone
with the channel of Pike Creek abutting on each side (see inset in Fig. 1) so the main control on
water levels would be the level of the stream channel and the concept of a water table seems permissible in this case. The highest caves would have formed first and progressively lower caves would
have developed as the creek cut down beside the hill. Thus The Joint would be the oldest cave
on the hill and it contains the oldest bone deposits in the area (Archer in prep.).
The sequence of development deduced for these caves is based on an elaboration of Butler's
(1967) K-cycle model of valley development and of Frank's (1972) model of non-fluvial cave development. In humid climates there is a strong vegetation cover which stabilises slopes; stream incision
and cave development can then occur. With a deterioration of climate - either towards colder or
more arid conditions, or both - the vegetation cover will be disrupted and slope erosion will occur.
Sediment will be delivered to the streams which will build up their beds to form terraces (Butler op
cit). Sediment may also enter cave entrances and with time will eventually fill any non-fluvial caves
(Frank op cit). However, if the climate returns to humid conditions the slopes will be stabilised a.I!.d
* Geological Survey of Queensland, 2 Edward St., Brisbane, Qld. 4000
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GRIMES - BORDER RIVERS KARST
the streams will once again begin downcutting. Increased circulation of ground water will allow further cave enlargement to. occur. If ~he stre~ incision is sufficient the cave development will be at
lower levels ~d the earher
earlIer ~ave sedIments
sedlments wIll subside or be washed into these levels. If stream capture occurs WIth the formatIOn of a throughflow
through flow system then the sediment may be removed from
the system entirely.
In the larger Viator HilI
Hill caves there is evidence for two ages of sediment, both younger than the
bone beds in The Joint. Formation of the upper levels of Russenden Cave, which have a horizontal
roof level, may have occurred when Pike Creek was at the similar level to the old gravels on the
Glenlyon meander spur. Main Viator Cave may have commenced its development at much the same
time. Draining of the upper level was probably a result of continuing stream incision. Removal of
hydrostatic support would have caused some ceiling collapse and this, coupled with surface denudation, would have opened the caves.
With the appearance of an arid phase of surface instability rubble, soil and bone material were
washed into the caves. These deposits have been cemented to form the 'red earth breccias' and old
coarse SI:ained
sr:ained speleothems are associated. This material contains the older of the two Russenden
faunas (Archer in prep). This instability could also have caused aggradation of the creek bed but no
terraces have been recognised from this period.
The subsequent erosion of the red earth breccias and older speleothems is probably related to a
return to a humid climate and further cavern development at lower levels. The Foul Air Section in
Russenden and probably some low extensions of Main Viator Cave would have formed at this time.
A line of shallow depressions leading southeastward from Viator Hill towards Pike Creek could indihill. The stream cliffs on the northwest side of
cate a low level system which drained water from the hilI.
the hill may have been cut at this time and there is a possibility of partial stream capture and the
existence of a through flowing system beneath the hilI.
hill. There is no direct evidence for this, however,
and au
augering
gering in the caves did not intercept any stream sediments. The wall features in the Foul Air
Section suggest sluggish epiphreatic conditions - nothephreatic in the sense of Jennings (1976).
The next stage in the development of the caves was one of aggradation of the bed of Pike Creek
to form the Qa terrace (Fig. 1) and the formation of a further series of cave sediments and speleothems. The sediments suggest instability and a deteriorating climate once again. The younger
Russenden fauna of Archer (in prep) comes from these deposits and is sub-recent in age. The soil
of the Qa terrace is of the red-brown earth type which if correlated with dated terraces elsewhere
would suggest an age of about 4000 years BP. Deposition in the caves appears to have continued up
to the present but the occurrence of a lower Qa' terrace on the surface could indicate a minor break.
The younger deposits include a considerable quantity of clay aggregates, especially in Main Cave.
These range in size from one to ten mm or more and come in a variety of colours. They appear to
be soil particles and their preservation argues for minimal water transport: mass movement would
seem to be the main process. In Russenden the earthy deposits are interbedded with an entrance
scree and an old guano mound. Peter Bridge (pers. comm.) has identified a number of unusual phosphate minerals from this guano mound. A section in one locality consists of - from the top down
- 10 cm of hard nodular cemented material; 10 cm of soft powdery gypsum; about 60 cm of dark
brown earth with some almost black bands which contains whitlockite, taranakite, and apatite in
guano dust. Below this was a basal unit more than 75 cm thick which extends into the nearby subsidence pit. This is composed of hard buff to white material containing taranakite, with minor
leucophosphite, quartz and apatite.
In Main Cave the upper parts of the sediments are acidic with pH values as low as 3, but with
depth they become alkaline with pH up to 8Y2. The acidity may be due to recent organic material,
guano, and/or bat urine which becomes neutralised with depth. The entrances to Russenden Cave
were only reopened with the cave's discovery in 1967 so recent organic material could not have
entered this cave: here the deposits are uniformly alkaline (pH 7 - 8) with the exception of the old
guano mound which is acidic.

(2) Development of the Glenlyon System
This sytem differs from the Viator HilI
Hill caves in being all on the one level, and in having captured a
part of the flow of Pike Creek fairly early in its development. Throughflow stream passages have
modified the original phreatic network and in addition, the system has suffered from a series of
major collapses of large chambers. These have formed large dolines which have disrupted much of
the downstream part of the system. The continuing history of collapse also restricted the stream
flow through the system and it appears that complete capture of Pike Creek never occurred. The
surface stream channel has therefore been able to develop independently of the underground system.
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The initial phreatic development of the system may have been contemporaneous with the development and draining of the upper levels of Russenden and Main Viator Caves. Collapse of the older
dolines may have commenced shortly after the initial stream capture as these contain small terrace
deposits which may correlate with the Qa terrace. The depositional sequence found on Viator Hill
does not occur in the Glenlyon System. Instead there are fluvial silts, with minor sand and gravel.
docs
The most recent collapse was that of the upstream cliffs which blocked the cave stream at its
inflow point. The present cave stream appears to be underfit: it meanders between large silt mounds
and the wall scallops do not appear to be in equilibrium with the present hydrology.
The Ashford Caves, NSW
Only a quick reconnaissance study was made of this area. There is only one large cave known, located
on a meander spur of a medium sized creek. It is basically a horizontal epiphreatic system. Old
stream cliffs similar to those of Viator Hill occur next to its upstream entrance and it is possible
that some stream capture may have occurred. The cave sediments are similar to those of the Viator
Via tor
Hill Caves and there has been some guano mining. The northern wall of the main chamber follows
the limestone - volcanic rock contact. This cave is a maternity site for ·Rhz"nolophus
-Rhz"nolophus megaphyllus
(Dwyer 1966).
Riverton Cave, Qld.
This is in one of the largest limestone lenses in the region but only one sizeable cave is known. This
is high up on a ridge and could be older than the caves at Texas and Ashford. No detailed study has
been made but it appears to be a phreatic system with soil derived sediments and guano. Guano
mining has occurred and the cave is the maternity site for the Mz"niopterus schreibersii population
of the region (Dwyer and Hamilton-Smith 1965) and is also a breeding site for Rhinolophus
Rhz"nolophus megaphyllus (Dwyer 1966).
.
Some form of protection and a definite management plan is urgently needed for this cave as
visitation pressure is likely to increase now that the Texas Caves have been destroyed. A complete
embargo should be placed on visitation during the summer bat breeding season.
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A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE LIMESTONE RANGES, WESTERN AUSTRALIA
ROBERT S. NICOLL*
Canberra Speleological Society

Abstract
A series of low limestone ranges extend for 275 km along the northern margin of the Canning Basin
in northern Western Australia. To the north of the limestone ranges lie the mountains and plateaux
of the Kimberley Block. The limestone ranges are exhumed reef complexes of Late Devonian age.
They extend in a discontinuous belt, rarely over 15 km wide, from 175 km N~ to 100 km SE of
Fitzroy Crossing. In some areas the ranges may stand as much as 200 m above the surrounding
plains. Karst features are abundant in the region but very few major caves have developed.
In troduction
The limestone ranges of Western Australia consist of a series of low limestone hills that are located
along the southern margin of the King Leopold Range. The ranges extend for about 270 km with a
northwest-southeast trend. About midway along, and just south of, the ranges is the small village of
Fitzroy Crossing.
The ranges are traversed by a number of major streams including the Lennard, Fitzroy and Margaret Rivers. There are also a number of small rivers and creeks that cut through the ranges. In the
wet season even small streams carry large volumes of water and have been important in the geomorphic development of the region.
In this paper the ranges have been divided into five areas (Fig. 1), running from the northwest
they are:
1) the Napier Range.
2) the Oscar Range - Oscar Plateau - Geike Ranges area
3) the Horseshoe - Hull- Horse Spring Ranges, north of the Margaret River
4) The Pillara - Home Ranges; and
5) the Emanuel - Lawford - Laidlaw Ranges area.
The latter two are south of the Margaret River.
Environment
The climate is a semi-arid type with strongly seasonal rainfall amounting to 450 - 650 mm, 85% of
which falls between December and March often very intensely. Temperatures are high exceeding
38° C for more than 100 days a year; evaporation is likewise high and is estimated to exceed 2500
mm. Soils vary from non-existent on the Ranges themselves to deep, heavy textured soils on the
surrounding plains which carry Mitchell and other tussocky grasses. Some alluviated areas have an
open eucalypt woodland community which becomes denser in the protected valleys. The dissected
surface of the Limestone Ranges carries very little vegetation - scattered spinifex and other tussock
grasses with some acacia scrub and an occasional baobab (Adansonia gregorii) and other trees.
Geology
The limestone ranges have been the subject of numerous geologic studies because the area has been
considered as a classic example of an exhumed reef structure (Play ford and Lowry 1966) and as a
model for the study of potential oil accumulating strata in the subsurface to the south. The most
popular geologic interpretation of the limestone ranges is that of Playford
Play ford and Lowry (1966). They
have put forward the hypothesis that the ranges are preserved reef structures of Devonian age (350

* C/- Bureau of Mineral Resources, PO Box 378, Canberra City, ACT 2601
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million years old). Three types of limestone have been associated with the reef interpretation. They
are a thin to a thick bedded, flat lying limestone representing the backreef facies;
fades; the massive interbedded limestone of the reef proper; and the steeply dipping interbedde~ limestones and clastics
representing the forereef beds.
Logan and Semeniuk (1976) have recently proposed an alternative interpretation that depends on
micro-solution to form the steeply dipping beds that have been assigned to the forereef; and they
have dismissed the reef interpretation of Playford and Lowry. To date most workers have rejected
the Logan-Semeniuk hypothesis and follow a modified Playford-Lowry hypothesis.
Caves in the ranges are usually developed in the steeply dipping forereef beds (eg. Old Napier
Downs Cave, Tunnel Creek Cave) but the Cave Springs Cave system is developed in the backreef
beds.
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Karst Features
A wide range of karst features is found in the Limestone Ranges. These range from rain pits and
rillenkarren to caves and marginal amphitheatres. These features have been enumerated by Jennings
and Sweeting (1963a) and will not be discussed here.
Only a few large caves have been developed in the region. This may, in part, be related to the lack
of concentration of water into confined channels in the limestone, as would occur in a sinkhole.
The thin to non-existent soil cover means that most of the rainwater falling on the rock surface
enters the nearest joint or bedding plane. This does, however, mean that a great number of minor
caves have developed some of which are geologically very interesting.
Aboriginal Sites
Many of the caves and rock shelters of the Limestone Ranges contain material associated with
aboriginal culture. These include burials, paintings and artifacts. Extreme care should be taken so
that no damage occurs to any of these sites. If possible a photographic record should be made of
all sites. The burials consist of the skull and some other bones, usually limb bones, that were originally wrapped in bark and placed on a ledge in the cave. The p<\intings may be simple monochromes
or very complex works in three or four colours. Artifacts include points and tools.
N apier Range
The Napier Range is the best studied of all the Limestone Ranges (Basedow 1918; Jennings and
Sweeting 1963a, 1963b, 1966). The major caves, such as Old Napier Downs Cave and The Tunnel,
have been mapped, as has one of the larger cliff-foot caves near Barnett Spring. There are, in addition, a number of caves known to the author that have not been discussed in the literature. All the
caves will be briefly discussed by following the trend of the range from north-west to south-east.
The westernmost cave of the Napier Range is located in the gorge where Alexander Creek cuts
through the range near Limestone Spring. A small entrance passage, a few metres in length, in the
south wall of the gorge intersects a large transverse passage. This passage is blocked at either end and
contains relatively abundant speleothems. When entered in July of 1972 the larger passage contained a bat population, species undetermined, estimated at between 50 and 100 specimens. There
is an aboriginal burial in an alcove near the cave entrance.
Barnett Spring is located near the end of a spur that juts out about 3 km from the trend of the
range. Jennings and Sweeting (1963b) have described a major cliff-foot cave located on the northwest side of the spur. There are also a number of caves located on the west side of the gorge that
runs up the centre of the spur. These caves are solution passages that run for short distances parallel
to the trend of the gorge. There are additional small caves around the margin of the spur on the
south and east sides.
Old Napier Downs Cave Oennings and Sweeting 1966) is located near the eastern end of Chedda
Cliffs. The cave is small, about 11 0 m long, but interesting as it has the best decoration of any of
the caves in the area. The cave has exploration potential as it was not fully mapped by Jennings and
Sweeting.
There are a number of caves in the immediate vicinity of Windjana Gorge. Most are small but
exploration has not been thorough. About 2 km west of the gorge there is a complex of small cave
entrances associated with a travertine deposit at the base of the cliff. A large sinkhole is located on
top of the range above these caves and there may be a connection.
In Windjana Gorge there is a prominent cave entrance close to the top of the downstream end of
the west wall. The entrance is at least 5 m in diameter and extends for more than 10 m. Observation
of this cave has only been from the ground and from a helicopter as it is at least 40 m above the
floor of the gorge. There is also a rock shelter with an unexplored lead just east of the upstream
entrance to the gorge.
Three
Thn.:t.: kiluIIlelres
kilometres easl
east of
uf Windjana
WindJana Gorge, behind the
Ult: ruins
rums of
u1 Lillimilura
LilluIlllura Police
PulIce Station,
StatIOn, there is
IS a
small cave at the base of the cliff. In July, 1972, a small stream was flowing from the cave which is
about 2 m high, 2 - 3 m wide and extending 5 - 7 m into the cliff, the water enters from the
ceiling. Above the cave, on top of the range, are two major sinkholes one of which was investigated
and a shaft located but not explored.
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The Tunnel is the largest (but not the longest) cave in the Limestone Ranges, it ha .. been desClloed
in detail b)' J ennings and Sweeting (19G3b). The Tunnel is 675 m long, up to 15 m high. averages
20 m wide and carries the waters of Tunnel Creek through the range. There is a major collapse
doline (karst window) about halfway through the cave. Speleothems are present but most are dry.
Jennings (1962) reported a cave in a spur in Dingo Gap, no description or exact location is
recorded but it contained a bat colony.
Oscar Range
The Oscar Range has not been examined as thoroughly as the Napier Range has been; caves have
been investigated in three areas - Morown Cliff, near Stumpy Soak and at Brooking Yard.
Morown Cliff extends for about 8 km along the NW tip of the Oscar Range. The cliff is up to 60
m high rising abruptly from the adjacent plain. There are numerous cliff-foot caves as well as several
large entrances part way up the cliff. One of these caves in the cliff-face was entered; a steep upward
climb over talus, bedrock and clay fill, possibly old guano, to a large chamber at the top. Speleothems are present although scarce but the abundant small vertebrate material on the floor is of
interest and the cave is potentially an important study site.
There are numerous small caves in an area about 3 km southwest of Stumpy Soak. These include
some cliff-foot types but some multi-level solution caves with multiple entrances also occur. One
small cave is an anastomosing passage developed within a steeply dipping bed of the forereef beds.
The largest of the caves has large angular passages 2 - 3 m in diameter plus a couple of larger chambers. One of a number of smaller crawl size passages leads up to an upper level entrance. The cave
also contains a short side passage that has been used as a multiple burial site by aborigines. The
passage only goes a few metres and should not be disturbed.
Brooking Yard is a large marginal amphitheatre located adjacent to Brooking Creek at the somh
eastern end of the Oscar Range. There are a number of cliff foot caves in the yard. A larger cave is
located in a spur at the southern side of the entrance to the yard.
Pillara Range
The author visited the Pillara Range only briefly. The only cave observed was a small shelter cave in
Menyous Gap that contains some poorly preserved aboriginal paintings.
Horsespring - Hull- Horseshoe Ranges
These ranges, located in the relatively inaccessible northeastern part of the Limestone Ranges, were
not visited by the author and the extent of karst features in the area is not known.

Emanuel -- Lawford - Laidlaw Ranges
These ranges represent the southeastern end of the Limestone Ranges; the only described cave in
this area is the Cave Spring Cave system located in the Lawford Range (Lowry 1967). There are a
number of shelter caves throughout the area especially around the north end of Paddys Valley
between the Laidlaw and Emanuel Ranges.
The Cave Spring system consists of three separate caves located on Mimbi Creek as it flows
through the southern end of the Lawford Range. The Lower Cave is about 60 m long and contains a
large pool even during the dry season. Middle Cave is about 150 m long with pools of water in the
main passage. The Upper Cave has over 2000 m of passage, again with pools. Speleothems are relatively abundant in the three caves. The Middle and Upper Caves are the only caves described from
the Limestone Ranges that are developed in the flat lying backreef limestone. The development of
these caves was controlled by prominent joint sets that are developed in this limestone. The result
is a maze type plan with most passages intersecting at right angles. The tendency is toward rectangular cross sections usually about 1 m wide and 3 -- 4 m high but some passages are up to 12 m high.
The main passage is about 4 m wide. Most of the system is subject to flooding during the wet season.
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Conclusion
The Limestone Ranges represent one of the largest karst areas in Australia and has not been examined in detail for caves. It is probable that most of the major caves have been located but numerous
caves and cave systems with lengths between 10 and 100 m may be expected during systematic
exploration. Aerial photo interpretation and field observations indicates that the smaller cliff-foot
caves tend to be located beneath shallow depressions on the tops of the ranges.
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MEASUREMENT OF RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE WATER TABLE LEVELS
IN NULLARBOR CAVES
EDWARD G. ANDERSON*

Abstract
Several specially conducted trips to the Nullarbor Plain have been made over the period December
1968 to January 1970 with the aim of measuring the dzfferences in height between the water table
levels in a number of major caves. In addition, by connecting the surveys to the national levelling
network, the water table heights with respect to mean sea level at Esperance and Eucla have been
determined. The water table level was assumed to be indicated by the free standing surface of the
lakes which occur in some caves. Minor diurnal and longer period fluctuations in these levels are also
reported. Special surveying techniques, devised to cope with the dzfficult condition in the caves, are
explained and results are presented for Mullamullang (Oasis Valley), Cocklebiddy, Weebubbie (Weebubby), and Murra-el-elevyn Caves.
* C/- Division of National Mapping, PO Box 548, Queanbeyan, NSW, 2620
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THE WAITOMO STREAM, WAITOMO GLOW-WORM CAVE, NEW ZEALAND
DAVID HAWKE*

Abstract
ximately 45 square km, flows thruugh the
The Waitomo Stream, draining a catchmiinl
catchment of approximately
Waitomo
Glow-worm Cave. A rapid increase in the rate of sediment deposition in the cave has been
aitomo GLOW-1m
noted
lsning both the cave and the unique faunal assemblage. Ongoing research
resl
Ited in recent years, threatening
is aimed
m·med at quantifying the l'fosional
erosional and depositional aspects of the stream flow so that consl
conservation measures may be established. This paper will llescribe
describe the current programme, and present preliminary results.
Introduction

New
ihcw Zealand's Waitomo karst has long been a focus of speieological
speieologic and tourist
tousist interest, and its
(aaes
deteriorated as a result. Recently, a growing awareness of the problems being experip
experienced
caves have deteriora
she tourist caves
caall~ has occurred, and a preliminary conservation
lnseivation study
stlld of these caves was initiated
initiel
in the
by the New Zea
Zealand Speleological Society (NZSS) in 1974-75. The results of this study (Wilh
(Williams
1975)
75) indicated a need for further research in three main fields: glow-worm ecology,
cology, the growth
and influence of Lampenflora,
nma, and the hndro""
hydrology and sedimentation of the Waitomo
llitomo Stream
Stream. The
Tourist Hotel Corporation, which administers the tourist caves, has made funds available for graduate study of these topics, and this paper describes work being undertaken regarding the hydrology
and sedimentation of the Waitomo Stream.
HilS

The Area

The Waitomo Stream drains an area of approximately 43 km2 upstream of the Glow-worm Cave,
and flows through the cave before reachin)"l
reaching the Lower Waitomo Valley (Fig. 1).. The basin's maximum relief is 400 m, and a number of component sub-basins may readily be distinguished. Oligollpproximately 40% of the area,
iEea, and are characcene crystalline bio-clastic limestones crop out over approximately
terised by dense polygonal doline networks. Multi-level phreatic and vadose caves are common, and
the streams which frequently occupy the lowest levels are an important component of the drainage
network. The remaining 60% of the catchment is dominated by the surface exposure of younger
sandstones and siltstones,
silts tones, with rare remnants of recent ignimbrite capping the hills. Volcanic ash
mantles the catchment, and probably contributes much of the finer material carried by the streams.
The lithology is disrupted by a number of major faults, resulting in a stepped repetition of stratigraphy (Fig. 2). This repetition has a marked effect on
grrphy
In the drainagl
drainage system, since
ilIlce the streams
stream'l are
typically
gpically underground on limestone, and sub-aerial over t
the
hremainder
e"
of the basin. The Ull'
underftround
L"
:teristically free air surface streams, although numerous sumped sections
ground portions are characteristically
occur; that of the
till" Glow-worm
worm Cave {Fig.
(Fig. 3) being of particular significance due to its influence
influenl on
the stream's hydraulic chamcteristics.
characteristics.
G

The Problem

The results of the preliminary study by NZSS indicated a rapid rate of sedimentation and hence
stream floor build-up in the Glow-worm Cave. The current sedimentation rate was estimated as
57 mm per annu
annum, approximately 4 m of
01 sediment having been deposited in the last 50 years, and
it was suggested that the submergence air space may be lost within the next 50 years if depo':l
deposition
continues at this rate. The present project aims to examine the sedimentation occurring in the
mechanisms and sources.
Glow-worm Cave,
CaVil" having particular regard to its dynamics,
hllnamics, mech"
l_ources. Hence
Henc%" it is
concernerl
concerned with establishing a sediment 'budget' for the catchment, and with the h'vdraulic
hydraulic factors
facturs
which influence sediment transport and deposition. Since sedimentt transport is
whieh
il- intimately linked
* Dept. of Geography, The University of Auckland, P.B., Auckland, N.Z.
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with the hydrological characteristics of the system, the hydrology of the Waitomo basin must also
be examined, with particular attention being paid to the separation of karst and non-karst influences.
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Fig. 3.
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50m

The Glow-worm cave, Waitomo.

Research program and preliminary results
The data collection program has only recently been initiated, and is concentrated on the temporal
and spatial variations in water and sediment discharge within the system, monitoring being conducted on an event rather than a regular basis. To enable the establishment of a sediment 'budget'
for the system, a number of sampling points have been established (Fig. 1) where discharge measurements and sediment samples are taken. Stage-discharge and stage-sediment yield rating curves will be
established for each site to enable comparison to be made between sites. The temporal variation of
parameters will be established by correlating stage readings for each site with those of a master site
where a continuous water level recorder is being maintained. Other characteristics of the study
relate to the physical properties of the sediment, in particular the variation of bed material size
throughout the catchment, and to the rate of transport of particular SIze
size fractions. The Glow-worm
Cave is the subject of further attention regarding the changes in hydraulic parameters through the
cave, and their influence on deposition.
Little data is as yet available on the operation of the system. Preliminary observations indicate
that the system responds rapidly to rainfall inputs, and that the main sources of sediment are likely
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to be bank scour and erosion, and major road
roadworks
works located at the head of one tributary. Quantitative observations have thus far been mainly confined to the master site, and a preliminary sta~e
discharge ratin~ curve has been established for this site (Fig. 4). The discharge of the system vanes
between 0.5 m S-l at low flow and an estimated 15-18 m 3 S-l in high flow conditions, and there is a
seasonal variation in baseflow discharge (0.5 m 3 S-l in summer, 1.5-2m 3 S-l in winter).
Suspended sediment concentrations in the system are generally low, the highest so far recorded
being 840 mg per litre at 10 m 3 S-l • It is notable that a great scatter of points occurs on the statesuspended sediment plot (Fig. 5), indicating that the sediment load may not be related directly to
discharge, but rh'ay be influenced by factors such as season, antecedent conditions, limb of the
hydrograph and source, particularly if bank collapse is dominant. Preliminary observations in the
Glow-worm Cave indicate the need for concentration on that section of the system since as much as
50% of the suspended load may be deposited in the cave at moderate flows (2-4 m 3 S-l ).
Conclusion
The work thus far has indicated a number of avenues which require closer examination. It is hoped
that as a result of this project, proposals may be developed to aid in improving the water flow
through the Glow-worm Cave so that sedimentation is limited ana the valuable glow-worm assemblage may be maintained.
Reference
WILLIAMS, P.W. (1975) (ed.) Report on the ConselVation ofWaitomo Caves, New Zealand Spel. Soc. Bull., 5(93):
373-396.
KERMODE, L. (1975) Geological setting of Glow-worm Cave, Waitomo, NZ Spel. Bull. 5(92):
5(92); 361-9.

ATEAKANADA
JULIAJAMES*, RANDALL KING t and NEIL MONTGOMERytt
MONTGOMERYtt

Abstract
The A tea Kanada,located
Kanada, located in the tropical rainforest of the Southern Highlands of Papua-New Guinea
was investigated during the 1976 Muller Range Speleological Expedition. In the course of the
expedition, 4 kilometres of cave passage in the Atea Kanda were mapped, a 5% kilometre survey
between the Atea sink and its resurgence undertaken; and a preliminary speleolog';cal
speleological study was
made of the Atea system. Varz'ous results of thts investigatt"on : area physiography, hydrology, cave
map and description, geology and the cave ~ future potential as a contender for the Southern Hemisphere depth record are discussed.
(The full text of this paper is to be published in Helictite, 14(2): 5-26)
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CAVES IN THE QUATERNARY RAISED REEFS OF EASTERN MANUS,
PAPUA NEW GUINEA.
GEOFFREY FRANCIS*

Abstract
There are least 18 known caves in the raised reefs of Eastern Manus. They range from small single
chambers to complex multi-level systems. Cave forms are controlled largely by the distinctive geological structure but there is Httle relationship between surface and underground karst morphology.
All caves appear to be of phreatic origin and most developed without penetrable entrances and have
only become accessible after collapse or backwear£ng
backwearz"ng of slopes. Cave development was initiated
when the sea stood at higher levels and has been influenced by eustatic and tectonic sea level changes.
As percolation waters are usually saturated or supersaturated, cave genesis under these conditions
requires processes by which water that has entered the limestone can regain aggressiveness on reaching the water table. The available evidence suggests that "rejuvenated aggressiveness" caused by
mixing of ground and percolation
percolatz"on waters with dIfferent
dzfferent Ca/Mg ratios
ratz"os may be involved. Other possible complimentary effects are undersaturation produced by the mixing of waters with dIfferent
dtfferent
chloride concentrations and the "mixing corrosz"on"
corros£on" proposed by Bogli. These phenomena could be
responsible for development of solutional
responsz"ble
solut£onal forms such as bellholes. Lz"mited
L£m£ted data obtained from
water analyses suggests that brackish
brack£sh and saline waters are sometimes
sometz"mes capable of l£mestone solution.
Introduction
Manus Island is situated on the Outer Melanesian Island Arc at latitude 2°S and longitude 147°E.
The raised reefs are found in an area which extends northeast from Bunai to Los Negros Island (Figs
1, 2 & 3). Here the topography consists of northeasterly trending volcanic ridges with raised reefs
on the southeastern seaward side. The largest raised reef extends northeast from Loniu for 4 km and
is up to 800 m wide. There are two other sizeable reefs at Lolak and i3unai as well as a number of
smaller reef patches in adjacent areas. In some places estuaries and backswamps lie between the volcanic ridges and the raised reefs.
Geology
The oldest rocks exposed on Eastern Manus are middle Miocene andesitic lavas and pyroclastics. In
places these are disconformably overlain by upper Miocene to Pliocene basalts or clastic sediments.
The caves have developed in the lower Pleistocene Naringel Limestone which is largely an algalforaminiferal biomicrite. Most samples contain high magnesium calcite and a few have been dolomitisea. The porosity of the limestone ranges from 4 to 13% but is accentuated on weathered surfaces where filamentous algae bore into the rock. Primary voids up to 1 m in diameter have been
in filled with coarsely crystalline sparry calcite or lined with saw-toothed layers of calcite and dolomite. Bedding is not usually visible in the limestone though at some localities dips to the northwest
or southeast, of usually less than 10° though occasionally up to 30° , have been observed. The dips
vary considerably over short distances and appear to be largely depositional.
The most prominent structural feature of Eastern Manus is a set of strike-slip faults trending
northeast which controls the orientation of ridges, valleys and estuaries. Another less well developed
ointing in the limestone is usually parallel to the faults though in
set of faults bears northwest. ]Jointing
many cases the field evidence does not allow fractures to be more precisely classified as joints or
faults. The Naringel Limestone was deposited over irregular submarine topography in a period of
rising relative sea level. Subsequent uplift accompanied by faulting has raised the limestone up to
80 m above sea level. Although the crests of the raised reefs vary from 20 m to 80 m in height the
uplift appears to have been relatively uniform within each reef. Extensive deposits of younger coral
and alluvium were laid down in the late Pleistocene or Holocene when the relative sea level was
about 4 m higher than the present.
* Robb College, University of New England, Armidale, NSW, 2351
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Topography
Slope
cliffs.
raised
much
deep.

forms on the raised reefs are variable ranging from 25 0 soil-covered slopes to near vertical
At Lolak and Loniu there are extensive areas of relatively level ground on the crests of the
reefs. Scattered dolines arc present usually less than 50 m in diameter though occasionally
larger. Some areas are dissected by regular networks of crevice karst with fissures up to 13 m

Hydrology
Because the northeastern trending faults exert such a strong influence on topography, the drainage
usually runs northeast or southwest parallel to the raised reefs. Therefore streams rising on the
impervious rocks do not flow into the karst areas and river caves are absent. Along the margins of
the raised reefs there are a number of small risings fed by percolation water. Some are located in the
intertidal zone while others lie on the contact between the Naringel Limestone and the low-lying
deposits of coral and alluvium. All risings have formed on fractures in the limestone.
Observations on groundwater levels in caves and at risings suggest that there is a fairly continuous
water table which lies less than 5 m above sea level in the centre of the raised reefs and slopes gently
down to estuaries or the sea. However, waters emerging from risings only a few metres apart can
vary considerably in total hardness, indicating that there are dominant lines of flow with only
limited interconnections. In the narrower reefs the groundwater is usually brackish or saline,whereas in the more extensive ones it is usually fresh but may become brackish during relatively dry
periods.
Caves
There are at least 18 known caves in the raised reefs of Eastern Manus. They range from small single
chambers up to complex systems, with as much as 500 m of passages, developed on more than one
level. All caves appear to be of phreatic origin but in some cases their bedrock morphology is obscured by earth fill, speleothems or breakdown. In the Ngai-Loso Caves bedrock is rarely visible and
in Poywih Cave only occasional bedding controlled ledges formed in limestone can be seen (Figs. 4
and 5; morphological symbols for all cave maps are shown in table 1).

Loniu Cave
The largest of the caves lies just northwest of Loniu Village and has three hillside entrances about
27 m above sea level. Much of Loniu Cave has developed along fractures which trend slightly west
of north. In the southern part of the cave, chambers of various sizes are linked by narrower connecting passages (Fig. 6). From the entrance chamber a solution ally enlarged fissure extends up to the
surfa~e connecting with a crevice karst corridor (cross section B). There are two sets of joints in the
main chamber, bearing 355 0 and 080 0 respectively. The chamber is elongated in the direction of the
latter set. Although some joints have been conspicuously enlarged by solution to form wall and
ceiling cavities, others have been recemented by medium to coarsely crystalline calcite. This material
is more resistant to solution than the rest of the limestone and forms projections on the cave walls_
Large pods of sparry calcite originally precipitated as void fillings stand out in a similar way. A line
of massive stalactities, stalagmites and columns has developed where calcite has been deposited by
water seeping down through a fracture which bears slightly west of north. The main chamber has
been formed almost entirely by solution with only minor rockfall. Contrasting with this is the collapse chamber where an extensive rockpile has formed by breakdown from the roof (cross sections
J and K). At the northern end of this chamber two collapse blocks exceeding 10m
10 m in length have
fallen away from a bedding plane that dips gently to the west (cross section K). Rockfall is also
present in the passage that leads down to the lowest part of the cave (cross section J). Near cross
section I, the base of the rockpile extends down several metres below the water table. The water in
this pool flows slowly into a narrow cleft on the northern side.
The most common bedrock solu tion forms in Loniu Cave are joint wall and solution cavities, wall
pockets and bellholes. Thin tree roots hang down from some ot the bellholes. There are also symmetrical hollows averaging 70 cm in diameter and 30 cm deep which are transitional between wall
pockets and scallops. Spongework is present near cross section E but has largely been covered by
flows tone and earth fill.
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The main chamber and some of the passages to the north contain brown ferruginous phosphate
deposits which are often indurated. These deposits are almost entirely phosphosiderite though a
1-2 mm outer crust of goethite is sometimes present. The material is extremely porous and varies
in consistency from friable to hard. Some of the phosphate occurs as loose floaters which have
broken away from the main deposits. In the narrow passage west of cross section I, the ferruginous
phosphate contains small lenses of cherty mudstone.
mudstone~ Since such lenses are often found in the Narthi:s would normally be interp:Sdrd
interpreted as enidence
evidence for the replacement of limeston:s
limestone
ingel Lzmestone,
Limestone, this
by iron phosphate prior to the development of the cave. However, it is clear from the conformation
of the phosphate deposits that these formed as
a:s fill in pre-existing passages. The limestone contains
small {mantities
quantities of ferruginous Kf1inerals
minerals such as magnetite and pyrite which have sometimes been
concentrated
(rated along fractures and partings by pressure solution. This suggests a complex evolution
for the phosphates, involvmg:
involving:
(a) selective removal of carbonates from the limestone leaving concentrations of less soluble ferruginous minerals along fractures and partings,
ground water forming caves along these planes of weakness and,
(b) solution by groundwater
(c) chemical reactions between phosphates and ferruginous cave fill producing phosphosiderite.
The phosphate mad
may have been derived from bird guano originally deposited on the surface or
from bat
hat guano which accumulated in the cave.
caVf~ Less extensive phosphata
phosphate deposits occur in Kohin
and Nge-Pelimat
Nse-Pelimat Caves.
CaV(cl"

Nge-Pelimat Cave
Nge-Pelimat Cave is situated just east of Lolak Village. Entry to the cave is gained through a collapse
doline, the rim of which lies about 30 m above sea level. Much of the cave consists of high but narrow passages developed along a fracture system which bears between 335 0 and 355 0 (Fig. 7). There
has been minor development of lower roofed passages along fractures which trend about 065 u (cross
sections D and G). The main forms of bedrock solution sculpture are joint wall cavities, wall pockets,
symmetrical scallops1
scallops, bellholes and spongework
spongework. In one chamber there is a vertical rock partition
which rises up to 5 m above floor level.
Prominent feature:s
features of Nge-Pelimat Cave are the abrupt passage terminations in bedrock ank
and
abrupt variations in the height of the cave floor. Sometimes these variations have been caused be
by
the deposition of flowstone in the lower part of a fissure passage,
pa:ssage, but elsemhere
elsewhere the variations
nclriations result
from irregularities
Hregularities in the bedrock floor of the cave. At the southern
5;outhern end of the cave is a deep fissure
which is partly filled with groundwater. The fissure extends down below the water table for at least
20 m and is separated from another deep pool by a rock partition which rises up to within 50 cm of
normal water level. No water movement is discernable in the fissure but the groundwater flows
southwest through the constriction created by the partition at rates of 20-40cm min- 1 • From the
pool the water passes southwest through a sump into a water-filled passage.
Ndran A~ohau Cave
Ndran Akohau Cave is situated near the southmn
southern end of Was Was Meri Lagoon about 350 m east of
Nge-Pelimat.
Pdimat. Like Nge-Pelimat Cave
Lnve it consists largely of vertical
oertical fissures passages though the middle
section has a lower bedding plane roof (Fig. 8,
section B). There are.
are two branches
cave,1
8 1cross ;st'ctwn
..
in the cave
lalger one having a dog-leg form WIth passage segments developed alternately along fractures
the larger
which run south and southeast. Solution pockets and spongework are present on the walls of these
passages. Near the entrance there has been substantial breakdown, but much of the collapsed rock
has been recemented by flowstone (cross section C).
Kohin Cave
Kohin Cave has formed in the landward side of the raised reef behind Bunai Village. It has two
tWG
entrances
lh1W es about 14 m above the level of the brackish backswamp. There are three other entrances in
a collapse doline on top of the reef
veef (Fig. 9). The northern part of the cave is a large daylight chamber which has been formed mainly by solution with only minor collapllc
collapse (cross section H). In the
roof of this chamb{lv
chamber there are complex cavities with "lnaUer
smaller bellholes nestled wdhin
within larger ones"
ones.
The walls display well developed spongework and subhorizontal bedding controlled ledges. A few
flat projections of the type that Ollier
OIlier (1975) has termed 'salients' are also present. In the southern
branch of the cave roof pendants occur in association with spongework (cross section C).
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Towan Cave
Towan Cave is on the eastern side of the raised reef about 60 m northeast of Kohin. (Fig. 10) It was
initiated as two low roofed chambers, one on top of the other. The intervening limestone was partially breached by collapse into the lower level, leaving a horizontal bedding controlled rock bridge
which extends across the chamber. This breakdown has continued until fairly recent times, fracturing some of the stalagmites and flowstone. The upper level of the cave contains spongework and
solution pockets.
Cave Genesis
The bedrock solution sculpture in caves of Eastern Manus indicates that the caves were formed
through solution by slowly moving water in the phreatic zone. Forms such as joint wall and ceiling
cavities, wall pockets, bellholes, spongework and rock spans are typical of solu tion below the water
table (Bretz 1942). Other features thought to be characteristic of phreatic solution are large chambers linked by narrow connecting passages and blind passage terminations in bedrock. A number of
authors have attempted to distinguish between two zones of groundwater solution, the shallow
phreatic and the deep phreatic. The shallow phreatic zone was thought to be characterised by fairly
rapid flow at or slightly below the water table, producing forms such as planed horizontal ceilings
and assymetrical scallops (Davis 1930). The deep phreatic zone below was believed to contain slowly
moving water which gave rise to forms such as solution pockets and spongework. The main solutional features in the caves of Eastern Manus are types which have been ascribed to deep phreatic
phrcatic
solutions, yet the field evidence indicates that a number of these features developed close to the
water table. In parts of Nge-Pelimat and Kohin Caves, bellholes and wallpockets can be found only
4 m below the ground, and it is unlikely that there has been more than few metres of surface lowering in the limited time available for karst development. Moreover there is no discernable flow in the
large pools of groundwater
ground water that now lie in the lower cave levels. It is only where the water passes
through constrictions less than 1 m in width that flow rates of 20 - 40 cm min- 1 can be observed.
OIlier (1975) has noted a similar phenomenon in caves of the Trobriands.
The occurrence of phreatic solution forms at levels up to 30 m above the present water table
ground water levels stood much higher in the
indicates that the caves were formed at times when groundwater
limestone. In Bermuda there are phreatic caves which formed when groundwater levels were at least
15 m higher than the saltwater pools now found in the caves. Bretz (1960) attributed this phreatic
solution to low sea level stands during the Pleistocene which greatly enlarged the land area and
allowed the formation of a water table steeper in gradient than the one which now exists. An
explanation of this type cannot be applied to cave development in Eastern Manus. Because of the
steep submarine slopes on the southeastern coast of Manus, the land areas at Bunai, Lolak and
Loniu would not have been significantly greater during sea level stands 100 - 120 m below the
present one. Also it is doubtful whether the porous and fractured limestone would allow the formation of a moderately sloping water table even during the earlier stages of cave development. Consequently the evidence indicates that the caves of Eastern Manus formed when relative sea levels
were higher than the present and have been largely drained of phreatic water as the reefs were uplifted. The withdrawal of hydraulic support caused by this lowering of the water table has probably
been the main cause of cave breakdown and the formation of collapse dolines, though the breakdown in Towan has continued until recent times.
Since reef limestones often contain large primary voids, Ollier and Holdsworth (1968) suggested
that raised reefs might contain caves inherited from marine conditions, but could find no evidence
for this in the Trobriands. On Eastern Manus, cave formation was initiated only after substantial
diagenetic changes had taken place in the Naringel Limestone. The larger primary cavities in this
rock have been wholly or partly filled with sparry calcite. Even in the case of partial fill the layer of
calcite which lines the cavity is more resistant to solution than the rest of the limestone. This
prevents the voids from serving as a focus for cave development.
In low lying areas of Eastern Manus there are outcrops of very porous Quaternary coral which has
been locally recrystallised and cemented but generally remains relatively friable. Tectonic jointing
is present in the reef rock with individual joints spaced about 1 m apart and rarely extending for
distances of more than 15 m. This is in marked contrast to the Naringel Limestone where the
spacing of joints in the Quaternary coral is caused by the lower shear strength of this weakly lithified rock. Since the caves in the Naringel Limestone have formed along joint fractures they postdate the fracturing of this rock. Thus the Naringel Limestone must have been substantially lithified
before cave development began. However, the recemented joints found in Loniu Cave and in several
other areas suggest that cave formation may have accompanied the later stages of diagenesis.
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The caves in Eastern Manus are well adjusted to geological structure. The orientation of passages
is controlled largely by the main fracture systems, though where bedding is present this often influences cave cross-sections. If bedding is absent the passages are usually the vertical fissure type
formed by the solutional enlargement of fractures. Typical examples are found in Ndran Akohau,
Nge-Pelimat and parts of Kohin. An interesting feature of the raised reefs is the lack of solu tional
developnve:n in the
the: vicinity of risings. The:
development
The lc:rgest
largest outflow passage fflund
found was Lower Kflhirv
Kohin Cave, a
solution
chamber in Kohin.
solutioH tube about 40 cm in diameter situated directly below the daylight chambrr
Lower Kohin extends back into tde
the limestone for at least 20 m and is floored with a porous breccia
of shell"
shells and limestone
limf:c~tone pebbles in a muddy matrix. At the other risings water emerges from impenetrable clefts.
The absence of outflow caves in the occunence
occurrence of numm
numerous
~hZr blind passage
Oassage terminntTGlE
terminations in bedrock suggest that the caves originally developed without penetrable entrances and have only become
accessible through being partially unroofed by collapse or vadose solutions, or exposed by backwearing of the limestone slopes. The fact that several large solution dolines have no cave entrances
in them also indicates that there is little relationship between cave and surface karst development.
The solution processes responsible for the formation of caves in raised reefs are not well underusually sUdersaturated
supersaturated with respect to
stood. Because saline and brackish waters in the tropics are usuallo
calcium~ Bretz (1960) assumed that the phreatic
featic caves of Bermuda formed
JzmHllld at a time when the lrhnd
calcium.
island
held a body of fresh groundwater
groundwater. However, Ollier (1975) has drawn attention to phreatic caves
>snds of the Trobriands which
z,vh£ch could never have held a body of fresh groundwater.
formed in small islands
On this basis he argued that brackish and saline
'Saline waters were
werl~ sometimes capable of limestone solution.
A limited water sampling programme was carried out in the karst areas of Eastern Manus and the
results of this study will be presented more fully elsewhere. However, some of the analytical data is
relevant to this problem of cave genesis. One sample of brackish water from a rising at Loniu had a
total hardness of 272 ppm (expressed as Ca C0 3 ) and 785 ppm of dissolved chlorides. It dissolved a
further 6 ppm of calcium carbonate to reach equilibrium. Another sample from a tidal pool COlmected through a rockpile to Was Was Meri Laboon
Lagoon was saline with a chloride concentration of 39 000
ppm. It had a total hardness of 15 550 ppm and dissolved a further 1 400
hOO ppm of calcium carbonate
to reach equilibrium. Although the data is lImited
limited it does indicate that brackish and saline waters
are sometimes aggressive. One possible mechanism
vncchanism to produce undersaturation
undnrsaturation is the mixing of
conI~sIltratHm2i~ This alters the ionic strengths of the solutions
sohT
waters with different chloride concentrations.
and the
solubility equilibria for carbonates.
carbonates~ Runnels (1969) has suggested
SUhh~HCtl that these mixinc
mixing effects may
play an important part in the diagenetic solution and repreclpitation
reprecipitation of carbonates.
Some mechanism of the type appears to be necessary for cave development since percolation
waters are usually supersaturated after passing through only 10 - 20 m of limestone. Another possible means of producing undersaturation is rejuvenated aggressiveness caused by mixing of waters
with different Ca/Mg ratios. Picknett (1972) has shown that the solubility of calcium carbonate is
increased by the addition of magnesium ions in small quantities, but inhibited when large concentrations of magnesium are present. Since the Ca/Mg ratios of percolation waters ranged from 1.2 to
155 and
and_ those of groundwater
cyoundwater samples ranged from 0.5 to 1.9 it is possible that aggressiveness could
be rejuoenllted
rejuvenated by"rrzixing
mixing of waters with different Ca/Mg ratios. In one experimen
experimentt supersaturated
samplecI of groundwater and percolation water were mixed to form a solution with a Ca/Mg ratio of
samples
about 6, which proved to be aggressive.
agglrssTee~ In fliher
other cases, samples
samp
mixed to form soluti
solutions
~ with lower
Ca/Mg ratios remained supersaturated.
The results of these experiments should be treated with some caution, since it is impossible to
duplicate conditions of natural mixing. It is also uncertain whether the change in saturation was
caused by alterations in the chloride concentrations or the Ca/Mg ratios. Another possibility is mixing corrosion caused by variations in the CO 2 partial pressure, which Bogli (1971) has postulated as
a major cause of phreatic solution. This effect considered smgly appears to be very slight, but the
three mechanisms for
lor producing undersaturation may well be complementary.
I~clzrz!~Ilr~n e:ntary. Bogli has
hIll; shown that
forms
ajoint
ceiling cavities can readily be eXbbrb
explained by a mixing effect which renews
f
o rsuch
ms
n awall
l l and ceilind
~~~~ ~~~
he was thinhHlg
thinking sdecifically
specifically of mixirvd
mixing corrosion rather than the other two
aggressiveness, though
processes. Features such as wall pockets and bellholes can also be explained by mixinb
processl
mixing effects, proevidence from bedrock
morphology and water
vided that the limestone is porous. In view of the evidenfzc
rock morphologOO
chemistry in
ill caves of Eastern Manus the question of phreatIc
phreatic solutIOn
solution by mixing effects sh
should be
further investigated.
.•
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Fig. 10. Towan Cave.
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